"Did you see that!!!"
"See what?"
''Those Moyes GTR's of course:'
"Where?"
''Those ones that are leading by a country mile. It's
getting bloody monotonous; did you know that the
GTR's have won the last five championships!"
"Oh Yeah?"

"Yeah and that includes the N.SW. titles, the Flatlands,
Freestyle Comp., Lawrence Hargraves Int. and both
the team and individual World Championship Titles."
"Well, better not hang around in an also ran."
"Yeah, phone the "Moyes Boys" and they'll personally
fix you up with a World Championship Glider...
It feels better being first! "

The World Champi onship GHder.
Moyes Cal ifornia 22021 Covello St.,
California 91303. Tel: (818) 8873361 Fax: (818) 702 0612

Moyes Delta Gliders P/L., 173 Bronte Rd. Waverley.2024 NSW. Australia
Tel: (02) 3875114 FAX: (02) 3874472
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made payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are invited. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are welcomed
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT
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presented in Sky sailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in
the HGFA. Copyright in articles and other
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DEADLINE for contributions which are
NOT print-ready is the 10th of the month,
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ADVERTISING
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incur additional cost.
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Contact Harry Docking
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Pres. Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584
Sydney H G Club
Next meeting 14 June
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Bernie 251 2704 .
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I IEDITOR'S COLUMN
Having already taken up a great deal of space
with a letter 'from' the editor I feel obliged to
keep this short and sweet.
First my apologies to Chris MacDonald. Yes
it was him gracing the cover of last month's
Skysailor, taken during the spot landing comp
at Bright.
As most of you will know, this is my last stint
as editor of Skysailor for the time being although, as I said before, I'd love to have
another shot at it when I return.

In the main I am happy with the way Sky sailor
is developing and believe most of you are too .
Neverthless it is not without its 'behind the
scenes' problems . I am not always in accord
with the decisions made. I sometimes consider that the position of editor should carry
more autonomy than it presently does .

I would prefer not to see Skysailor revert to
cheap paper, poor quality bromides and too
Byron Bay
few pages but something certainly must be
Skysurfers H G T W done about keeping within budget.
Ian Hird
(066) 884203

I think a decision is going to have to be made
as to whether to go for quantity and forego
Central Coast H G
quality or maintain the present quality and
Club (NSW)
accept nine issues a year until the HG F A is in
Gary Morphett
(043) 846556
a position to boost the budget. There's a distinct possibility that this will be feasible in the
Sunshine Coast
not too distant future with the expected influx
HG Club (Old)
Sec.Sandy Stephens of members from paragliding, phg's etcetera.
(071) 461722
Goldfields Club
(WA)
Jeff Phillips

Mid North Coast (NSW) Ph (090) 21 6861
Hang Gliders Assoc.
Lee Scott
(065) 569692
Joe Scott
(065) 660039

All I want to add is - thank you to all those who
have submitted articles, letters and photographs over the past few months. A special
thanks to Julius - his cartoons have been a
godsend - and a good laugh!
And one last thank you to all of you forbearing
with me and for being beaut friends.
Sue XXX!
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clique determined to dominate the rnajori ty by
minority rule? Would you really be impartial?
I find that distinctly unlikely.
Now to your article on safety. The majority of
this one I'm in complete agreement with. lam
frankly appalled that so little has appeared in
Skysailor regarding accident reports and the
lack of follow up on the welfare of those
concerned. The reason so few safety related
articles and virtually no accident reports have
appeared is that they have not been forthcoming. You at Skysail-er are as much responsible as anyone for that state of affairs - you
wrote articles when you were editors - there
was nothing stopping you from continuing to
do so if you really had the welfare of pilots at
heart - I suspect no safety articles have been
forthcoming from your direction because you
were 'miffed' at no longer having the run of
the magazine . Instead of being constructive
you have been at pains to be destructive,
vitriolic and critical of virtually every aspect
of Skysailor.

Letter from the editor of Skysailor to
the editors of "Skysail-er" - with no
apologies for the length of same.
I have in front of me the Flying Underground
(ie Northern Beaches Club) magazine which,
as it was sent to me personally, I feel free to
comment on. I still think your approach generally is juvenile and your thinking muddled.
I also maintain that your article to Skysailor is
quite the wrong approach and frankly I hope it
never reverts to the old format.
It seems to me you have either forgotten- or
did you never learn - the meaning of the
word 'editor'. Dictionary definition - arrange, annotate or otherwise prepare
another's work for publication. While you
are constantly accusing me of allowing an
HGFA bias you are apparently unaware of
your extreme bias in virtually the opposite
direction and apparently fanatical desire to
promote anything illegal, downrightprovocative, personally abusive and anti-establishment.
Nevertheless I am aware there are two sides to
every issue and you do make some salient
points. I am even prepared, as I have been in
the past, to admit that some of your criticisms
are well founded . But, as seems to be the norm
with you, your 'underground' edition went
completely over the top and contains a whole
heap of totally unfounded allegations. And
there's the rub. The few salient points and
justified criticisms are lost in a load of fiction.
For instance, "blowing the budget on expensive but unsatisfactory typesetting techniques ." I'm sick of saying this but I will
repeat it yet again. The typesetting techniques
are no more expensive than they were, and are
totally satisfactory.
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My heart, incidentally, is not bleeding for
those of you who dipped into your pockets to
produce Skysail-er. There's no way you
would have done so if you hadn't wanted to.
I'm merely mystified as to why, having forked
out the cash, you didn't use the space to its full
potential . Still that's your problem .
Back to your editorial and "The Flying Underground is a group of pilots dedicated to providing an alternative to the over-regulated,
overpriced and unprincipled direction in
which hang gliding is being led. We are
concerned that HGFA has lost its way."
Apeart from refuting the above I'm speechless! Perhaps HGFA members would like to
have their say?
Next: "The fiasco of the January issue is acase
in point. With around $10,000 worth of copies
lying unsold, and unsell able, around the country, this represents the single biggest bungle
ever made by HGFA."
$10,000 worth of unsold copies is wildly
exaggerated and totally unfounded. It is just
this sort of thing that makes me pray that
Skysailor doesn't fall back into your hands.
I do agree that the committee was over optimistic butl sincerely believe the January issue
overall was well worthwhile and a prestigious
fillip to the image of hang gliding in Australia.
At least HGFA committee are doing their
damndest to put it right - not exacerbate the
problem.
To continue: "The Underground has no wish
to dominate things, as we believe that the
domination of hang gliding by a small clique
is what has caused the problem in the first
place."
Come, come guys! What are you if not a small

The new committee has NOT taken over the
job of deciding what goes into Sky sailor. I do.
The small percentage of material that has not
made it has not been printed for very good
reasons. Apart from one religiously orientated article which I declined after an amiable
discussion with the author, all the disregarded
material without exception has come fTom the
underground and has been libellous or illegal .
I made it clear from the start that I wasn't
having any.
I do not wish to enter into the dispute over
Shane Colledge and his standing with HGFA.
As I see it he has been financial for one year in
the past decade which I believe is illegal in
itself and automatically debars him from
flying, yet alone teaching others.
Finally that ludicrous last sentence: 'The
dramatic drop in membership this year should
be ample proof that HGFA can ill afford to
alienate its members, especially those of
Shane's calibre, so how about it Phil?"
Where DO you get your facts? There has been
no drop in membership. In fact it is about 10%
up on last year and that IS a fact. As for
alienating members, especially those of
Shane's calibre. He's NOT a member. You
said so in the preceding paragraph. Your
article on Helmets? Great! Why didn't you
submit it to Skysailor so we could ALL read
it?
Thank you for the opportunity to get some of
my frustrations out in the open by way of
reply. I couldn't very well answer in Skysailor those allegations that I refused to print in
the first place. This has been a heaven sent
opportunity to vent my feelings!
Sue Harris
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Dear Sue
Re: the recent debate over whether the answers to the rating questions should be published in Skysailor, Ijust thoughtI'd throw my
hat into the ring .
I used to think that pilots should endeavour to
find out the answers for themselves in Pagen
etc. That's what I did for my recent exam, and
I quite enjoyed wrestling the necessary understanding from the relevant, and not-so-relevant chapters. But then I started thinking does it make much difference where I looked
up the information? Did the examiner care
where I got the knowledge - probably not. The
only benefitl gained from my personal search
was a general understanding of aeronautical
and meteorological matters, over and above
the questions asked.
So publish the bald answers to the questions in
Skysailor, but make sure the examiners search
for real understanding behind the answers
they're given. After all, it's no good knowing
that 4 + 4 = 8 if you should be asking yourself
what 4 x 4 equals .
Yours sincerely

$55 fee should be warned - and if they continue - prosecuted. But no one wants to take
the initiative, clubs seem to turn a blind eye to
flying non-members. By doing this they are
shirking their responsibility as clubs. A II any
member has to do is to get a local police
officer to take details ofthe offence, the nonmember, give the name of a witness (normally themselves) and DoTe will prosecute.
It's that simple. I would advise all club SOs
to start checking anyone who does not have a
current financial year sticker on their helmet.
The fine if a non member is taken to court is
normally about $500, so prevention is
cheaper than the cure!!
Dear Sir,
The last meeting of the Kiewa Branch moved
a motion which was carried.
"That we express our congratulations on the
way the Swan Premium Hang Gliding Championships were run".
We appreciated your cooperation with the
farming community in the Kiewa Valley.
V.J. Watkins Secretary.

The Flying Prawn
Dear fellow readers of Skysailor,
Dear Sue,
As it was advertised last issue that it is possible
for a hang glider pilot in this country to fly
over a 10 year period without having to pay
$50 a year for the 'priviledge', it is now logical
to assume that anyoneofus can get away with
this without penalty, prosecution etc. If so, I'd
be very interested in saving my $500 and
doing my own talking to DoTe.
If this is not on for all of us how can our
organisation tolerate such flagrant abuse of
ANO 95.8 and not take prompt action?

When one considers that 12 issues of Skysailor would have to be worth $24, insurance
another $15 - $20, this only leaves $10 for
administration costs. $50 arumal membership
is good value for my money.
If the pilot in question can be proven to have
been active in the sport over tillS 10 year
period, then surely to be fair to the rest of us,
he should be expected to pay back his membership dues prior to admittance now.

Yours
Shane Newell (Yeppoon)

Pres: Your budgeting is pretty good and, as
you can see, the membership fee is the bare
minimum to cover the basic costs. Pilots (who
always manage to buy gliders, petrol and
equipment) who try and get out ofpaying the

Just a short note to tell you of my visit today
(29/4/88) to Parachutes Australia of Marrickville. I went in and asked to have a chute
repacked and a repair alteration done to my
pod harness. The response went" ... to be
honest I don't want to do it...too much mucking around ... but we'll do the repack." Not a
chance.
David Petrie 14150
Dear Editor,
Many thanks to Rob VanDer Klooster and his
wife Marie, and all the other kind people who
helped me after my accident on 29 Feb 1988.
Thanks again to you kind people.
Yours sincerely
Jim Kelly

Dear Sue,
Just a little note to once again reiterate the old
story ofthe dangers of overconfidence umealised, or realised and ignored. We all suffer
from overconfidence, it seems to come with
hang gliding, just some people are better able
to recognise it and control it before it brings
them down.
In February. I bought a new glider which flies
and handles unbelievably well, my confi-

dence bolstered I soon decided I could handle
most situations with little risk of getting
myself in trouble. Well a couple of weeks ago
we went flying and I wasn't in 100% state of
mind. I decided to fly anyway. I made several
mistakes. Firstly I wasn't with it enough to be
flying. Secondly I didn't check the conditions
thoroughly enough. And last and most importantly I didn't do a good enough nm . Sure it
was good enough if the wind direction had
been straight on and not gusty. Butin the state
of mind I was in and the crossed conditions
resulted in the" classic big wing over into the
trees on top of the hill resulting in a holed leg
and a few bent tubes!
Now we've heard it all before and I've told
heaps of people over the years to be careful on
take off and run hard, well I'm saying it again.
Make sure you're ready and AWARE of what
the conditions are on launch and able to handle
it - and RUN HARD!!
DON'T overdo it, know your limitations and
stick within them, and try to recognise when
you're not in a fit state to fly before it's too
late. I've learned a lot from this wipe out, I
hope you can too.
sincerely

Tim Quick

Hi there fellow Sky Groupies,
Just sitting back flicking the April, oops I
mean May, Skysailorwhenl came across alist
of clubs. Good idea but not very informative
about the Northern Beaches Club (Long
Reefers for short). So as club sec. I'd like to
broaden the readers' horizons on the subject.
The NBHGC was originally formed as an aid
to advancing pilots in gaining not only comradeship but also a helping hand in the difficult void between beginner and novice stages.
Organised trips away to introduce pilots to
new sites with people holding local knowledge proved to be not only beneficial to me,
but also to more than a handful of pilots.
As time passed many club members advanced
through the rating system, thus changing the
original format of the meeting to more of a
social event.
So we invite any pilot in the Sydney area who
wishes to gain experience or just have a good
time to join us the first Tuesday of every
month at Dee Why RSL Club at 7.30 pm.
Site development and improvement also plays
an important part ego the ramp at Blackheath,
the new Long Reef TO and a new site in the
Blue Mountains have all been organised and
carried out by club members.
Kev Gleeson (Sec)
PS. Please ring me or Chris South (President)
if interested in forming an interc1ub compo
circuit.
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PARA GLIDERS
• EASY TAKE OFF
• STABLE FLYING
• STRONG CONSTRUCTION
• UD 4:1 & 4.5:1
• 1ST QUALITY MATERIAL

• 4MODELS
STUDENT TRAINING
UD4:1
ADVANCED FL YING
UD 4.5:1

RC-9

50 - 85 kg

RC-11

75 - 115 kg

XC-9

50 - 85 kg

XC-11

75 - 115 kg

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA

PTY. LTD.

55 Philpott Street, Marrickville, N.S.W. 2204. Australia
Telephone: (02) 519 1333 Fax: (02) 516 1268 Telex: 72658 International Phone: 61-2-519 1333
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Stanwell Park Hang Gliding Club presents

"'THE, 99 MILE CLUB;"
by "Vibes"

Is 100 miles possible from
Stanwell Park?
The concept of this challenge was dreamt up
by "meet head" Ian Jarman at the 1988 Lawrence Hargraves International, based on 'The
Order of the Raven", where a pilot got a
certificate for staying up for 1 hour at Grandfather Mountain - quite a feat in those days!

ging Wayne Allen's "Panorama House"
diver. He had a sheepish grin on his face,
indicating his intentions, and without hesitation we raced home to grab some divers. Scott
was laughing because his glider at least went
forward, but I was left with our tandem glider,
an old Missile 180R. I may be mad or crazy,
but not both - especially when it comes to
gi ving someone one and a half hours and I'm
on the inferior glider.

I hit the first snag only 20 minutes out, when
Scott came back from Broker's Nose saying
that Col had out-landed and he was going - it
wasn'tpossible. ButI'd wasted too much time
and emotion to tum back. Once away from
S tanwell the lift was great: 500 to 800fpm up,
and occasionally 1000 down. However, on the
ridge it was defmitely weird - where it is
normally soarable there was no lift (a touch of
the St Patrick's Day is my theory).
The task took 5 hours and added 5 years to my
age, due to close inspection by several species
of local fauna, but I completed it. The sponsors must have thought that this kind of challenge would last for a while, but they didn't
reckonona pilot's desire for personal glory, or

The weather wasn't really cooperating for the
camp but Rob de Groot (Ruby's Revival
Cafe) offered some CASH and that got the ball
rolling. Jarz and Kieran Tapsell contacted the
manufacturers and both Moyes and Enterprise
decided to cough up.
The task had been set - not really 100 miles (as
in a straight line) but two laps of the escarpment, hence the sarcastic title. From Stanwell
north to Governor's Game Lookout (near
Garie beach in the National Park),
then south to Broker's Nose - this section is
mostly ridge-soarable, but there are some
deadly gaps to cross and heading out too low
means a bomb-out.
From Broker's Nose north again to
Governor's Game, then south again - this time
to Macquarie Pass. This would obviously be
the hardest part of the flight, as there are plenty
of places to go down and at least 3000ft
cloudbase is required to cross the large gaps
with heaps of powerlines to contend with.
(Those powerlines feed Wollongong, so you
can understand why we don 'tmess with those
muthers.) From Macquarie Pass, north back to
Stanwell Park.
If you know the area, you'll appreciate there
are a lot of soarable sections, but in 100 miles
anything can go wrong - as was proved on
Thursday 17 March.
!twas St Patrick's Day, and I suppose the luck
of the Irish would have to shine through (as it
happens, my mother's maiden name is Flynn).
The wind had been on for two days, but too far
round to the south to complete the course.
Every local was waiting for it to swing to the
E -SE. When we woke up that morning we
knew that today was the day.
But there was a problem - no gliders. Scott
Berry, who shares my house, at least owned a
glider, albeit a little worn. So when we saw a
glider being set up on the hill we knew someone was trying to get a jump start on us. We
raced up there and found Col McDougal rig-

'Vibes' (Tony Armstrong) almost unable to stand due to the great weight of his wallet.

Scott and I had planned to fly as a team and
split the prize money, but that plan went out
the window when I returned from Enterprise
with Carl's team Swan diver and found that it
had no A-frame. That caused plenty of laughter on the hill, but I wasn't feeling in a very
funny mood as I steamed back to the factory.
After snapping a few brain cells, and copping
the jibes from the Daniel bros., I decided I'd
still go for it. With some speedy work from
Carl and Phil Flentze I was back at the hill for
a 120' clock start, which left me only two and
a half hours behind Col, and one and a half
hours behind Scott and Dick Heffer, who'd
made an on-the-hill decision to join us.

dollars, which these days knows no limits.
Having witnessed the World Camp (good
one, Rick), no matter how demanding the task
you set there will always be someone who'll
complete it. Many thanks to Stanwell Park
Hang Gliding Club, Cloudbase (Ian Jarman),
Kieran Tapsell, Moyes, Enterprise, Ruby's
Cafe and Aerial Technics.
Part of the deal was a perpetual trophy, and
though its virginity may be lost the challenge
still stands to anyone who wants to try.

PS.

The next goa l is Cloudbase.
Put ya dollars on the line.

I did have definite doubts about even starling,
because you can't make up that kind of time,
but with a bitofhelp it was "hit the hyperspace
button" and those Race Foils really go when
you rev them up.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Our HGFA meetings just seem to get longer
and longer each time - poor Mollo got back
to Newcastle at 5.30am after last months
meeting!! And the people who need most
thanks are the wives, especially Jude and
Debbie, for putting up with us never being at
home!
Yep! there's no shortage of things to do at the
moment so here's a run down on whats been
happening.

Para gliders and STMs
Thredbo expects about 500-1000 paraglider
pilots to pass through during the coming ski
season and have set a minimum paraglider
rating for the area. All paraglider pilots in
Thredbo and throughout Australia will
have to pay a $20 short term membership
(STM) fee before being allowed to jump or
take tuition.This STM will be valid for 3
months, cover the $5,000,000 third party insurance and one Skysailor. As at present it
will be non-renewable. Very soon, HGFA
will introduce the same $20 STM for hang
gliding as the present $5 fee is ridiculously
low. Schools will be allowed an agents fee of
about $2 per STM and numbered STM books
will be sent to all schools.

Certification
The Australian Certification committee met
on 13th April and decided to go ahead with the
idea of a mobile computerised test rig, using
USHGMA expert Mark West's experience.
W have written to him for budget and details
of a suitable rig (to be built here) . With the rig
we can not only test hang gliders but also trike
wings and ultralight wings so we see the rig
being useful to Sport Aviation as well as hang
gliding. We will be applying for government
grants to help with the initial fmancing of the
rig.

Club Structure
There are two articles in this issue which
outline a proposal to invest more authority and
money in the clubs throughout Australia.
Strangely enough, this concept (perhaps potentiated by Lee Scott's article) occurred in
Martin's, Mollo's and my own head more or
less simultaneously. We strongly believe that
future direction of hang gliding lies more with
a unified club structure rather than on an
unbalanced State Association basis. At the
moment there seems to be a very real lack of
communication between some state associations and their member clubs and pilots. We
feel that belonging to a club gives more value
8

and interest to a member than belonging to a
state association.

Comps Advisory Committee (CAC)
We met on 5th May primarily to discuss the
Australian Team for Europe this winter. We
will be sponsoring a nine man team to travel to
Europe for two important competitions. The
teams in each competition are as follows:
European champs at Alpago, N Italy, 1-17
June. (6 man team)
Rick Duncan, Russ Duncan, Mark Newland,
Carl Braden, Drew Cooper, Steve Blenkinsop, 1st reserve Guy Hubbard, 2nd reserve
Danny Scott.
World Masters at Fiesch, Switzerland, 23 31 June (6 man team)
Rick Duncan, Russ Duncan, Mark Newland,
Carl Braden, Danny Scott, Steve Moyes, 1st
reserve Guy Hubbard
This continues the HGFA policy of sponsoring at least one pilot without previous European experience to go overseas. This year
Guy Hubbard gets his chance and we expect
that our World Champion Rick Duncan will
be allowed to fly as a guest in at leas tone 0 f the
comps thus allowing Guy a place in a major
European compo
In view of the exceptionally bad sportsmanship and media criticism by Steve Blenkinsop
before and during the past World Champs
HGFA, on the recommendations of CAC,
have formulated a two part contract which
must be signed by all official squad and team
members from now on. I personally feel we
have been far too lenient with Steve Blenkinsop but I got outvoted. However, the contract
should stop the same thing happening in the
future.

Trikes (PHGs)
We still have not received any official notice
from DoTC regarding PHGs. Verbals are just
not sufficient as the story seems to change on
a weekly basis. When the Duncans wrote
away for the many references here and overseas that are cited in ANO 101.55 (the certification ANO for manufactured PHGs and ultralights) they received the ones from
overseas faster than the ones from Australia.
In fact some of the Australian ones were either
out of print, not available or not for general
distribution! It all points to a general disregard for our part of the powered sector.
However, as mentioned elsewhere in Skysailor, PHG pilots are advised to register their

craft with AUF before 31st July 1988 so that
they may benefit from the DoTC amnesty
until 1st June 1989. This will allow a PHG
pilot 10 months to bring their PHG up to certification standard, either ANO 95.10 (if
single seat under 150kg) or 101.55 standard.
Pilots of 101.55 PHGs will be able to join
either AUF or HGF A. Weare currently negotiating with the AUF to allow 95.10 pilots the
same choice of joining either AUF or HGFA.

Skysailor
I will be compiling Skysailor until further
notice but anyone who feels like taking on the
Editorial position should notify Bernie then
follow up with a resume of their qualifications.

Instructor Coordinator
We would like to reintroduce the paid position
of Federal Instructor Coordinator who would
set-up and run seminars and practical sessions
throughout Australia next financial year. Any
persons interested should initially phone
Bernie and then forward a resume of their
qualifications to Bernie at Sports House for
consideration.

HGFA Treasurer
As Martin Yeomans is retiring there will be a
position on the HGFA Committee for Treasurer. Again please notify Bernie if you want
to be on the committee.

Convention
The states are reminded to get their Convention agenda items finalised and sent in to
HGFA as soon as possible.
Be careful everybody too many accidents.
Phil Mathewson.

we're still having
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ACCIDENT REPORTS

ACCIDENT 5
(Sent in by Gordon Bretag, 15292)
Stanwell Park, 20 February approx 1520 hrs

Accident Report Summary
from Forrest Park:
Sorry it's been a while folks, but here it is.
Sorry to say also, that there have been some
serious accidents in the last twelve months. I
hope that you will read through the reports and
draw your own conclusions. All the accidents
were due to pilot error, sometimes combined
with foolhardiness and/or inexperience.
As pilots we are always learning more about
flight and expanding our boundaries of skill
and experience.
STAY WITHIN YOUR LIMITS or you may
suffer the consequences as a statistic. Heavy
words but true.

ACCIDENT 1
Date - 5/10/87
Site - Forresters (PR3)
Pilot Rating - Just obtained PR2.
Conditions - Smooth SSE, 14 knots
Injuries - Broken arm and neck (non fatal).
Glider - Heavy damage.
Pilot arrived at site in order to fly (he had not
yet finished soaring instruction) and was
given information by local pilots on how to
negotiate the site.
The pilot took off and shortly after flew to the
north (against the locals' warning), flew out of
the lift and sank out badly to crash into the
rocks below. Pilot was unconscious, but is
reported as, later in the hospital, having said "I
was having such a good time that I took my
mind off what I was doing." Unfortunately
the pilot suffered spinal injuries and, fmding
he was paraplegic, sadly took his own life.
Key elements to accident:
l. Ignoring all advice of instructor and
locals. (His instructor was unaware of the
pilots' intentions of flying these sites.)

2. Trying a pod for the first time at a new
place.
3. Flying a site for which he had not nearly
enough experience.
4 . Trying more than one new thing at a
time.

ACCIDENT 2
Date - 27/12/87
Site - Rainbow Beach, Qld.
Pilot Rating - Advanced
Glider - GTR Race
Injuries - Broken ribs, crushed cheek bone,
head injuries, coma.
Glider Damage - Extensive

Accident occurred as a failed loop attempt.
Pilot was at 1000' ASL, attempted a loop and
stalled on top. Pilot fell into sail, glider
tumbled three times then right wing broke.
Glider was spinning violently as the chute was
deployed, at an altitude of 150'. Chute tangled
in the spinning glider.
Pilot struck ground first in prone.

ACCIDENT 3
Fatal tow accident at Parkes.
Date - 8/8/87
Pilot Experience - PR1 plus two days of
short flights from the dunes.
Glider Damage - Extensive.
Conditions - 2-4 knots, smooth wind.
Pilot observed tow procedures during the day
and was briefed before his own tow. This was
his first tow. Pilot had good take off on a low
pressure (150 lb) tow. Glider drifted to the left
and at approximately 150' started to lock out.
Tow vehicle then stopped. Glider dived and
broke the weak link at about 40' of altitude.
The nose had just started to rotate from the
vertical mode when the glider struck into the
ground.
Probable Cause -lack of gradual learning and
transition method of instruction.

ACCIDENT 4
Fatal tow accident, (this was reported in
brief in Skysailor early 1987.)
Date - 29/3/87
Pilot Experience - Approximately 10 hours
soaring, PR2.
Conditions - Smooth 8-10 knots.
Glider Damage - Extensive.
Pilot was having first tow, glider turned a
bit to the right and then very hard left
(apparently pilot input). The glider
continued the tum into the ground. Pilot
was not familiar with the launch and climb
techniques while on tow.
Pilot also had hands on the base bar while in
hang on the tow rather than on the uprights,
therefore control would have been a problem.
Probable Causes:
1. Hand position and lack of understanding
of the techniques.
2. Lack of safe learning procedures.
Other reports are at hand and will be written
up next month.
Please be careful.

I had just cleared the bottom landing area and
was about 20m back on the grass, ready to
unclip, when my glider was hit by another
glider which undershot the landing area.
There were no injuries, and no damage appeared to be sustained by the landing glider.
My glider, however, suffered considerably:
a) leading edge of sail tom full-length of left
side
b) mylar broken near left tip
c) left leading edge spar broken
d) left fibre glass tip batten broken
e) four broken battens
f) sail tom at tip
The pilot responsible was visiting from Norway. He said he had had a problem with a
safety buckle on his harness catching on the
side wires during fmal approach as he attempted to drop into the hang postion, causing
loss of control.
He was very apologetic and has paid me $250
to get repairs started, and has agreed to pay
any additional costs upon production of receipts. Apparently his Norwegian association
insurance will pay for this.
A couple of safety points arise from this incident:
1) Although the area where I stopped tounclip
was up on the grass 20m short of the landing
area, my glider and several others parked there
didn't leave any room for an undershoot. I
believe we should all make more effort to get
our gliders well clear of this area, particularly
on busy days when everyone seems to bomb
out at the same time.
2) The buckles on the Norwegian pilot's harness were the car seat-belt type (on a German
harness). If anyone has acquired one of these
harnesses, get rid of those buckles: the square
shape can easily catch on the side wires.
And finally - if you are not insured, don't fly!

Recent accidents that we are awaiting
official accident reports for include:
1. A serious accident at Mt Mittamatite
where the pilot did not clip in, sustained
head injuries and has suspected brain
damage.
2. A relatively inexperienced pilot who
tried to top land at Stanwell Park in a strong
southerly and crashed breaking his leg.
3. A PR2 pilot who crashed into the cliff at
Mt Blackheath who luckily is OK.

TAKE IT EASY!!
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A MAN WITH A MISSION
by Greg Holbut, CCHA

(This includes ALL MAGIC 4s, ALL FOIL
RACERS and some GTR RACERS)
1) There is a problem that can occur with
the plastic king post top fitting used on the
above gliders. In certain circumstances
the side pieces can slip inside the top of
the aerofoil tube, allowing the top side
wires to rest on the edge of the alloy tube;
a situation which could lead to undue
wear on the wire. The solution is to rivet
the two small side pieces in their proper
position on the top of the aerofoil tube .
See diagrams for details.
2) Some GTRs have been fitted with Airwave style control frames, but are missing
the plastic bushes that should be lining
the aluminium forgings at the top and
bottom of the uprights. This condition is
immediately recognizable by shaking the
uprights or speedbar - if there is any "play"
present then the bushes are missing .
Contact Moyes for the bushes.
3) When packing up your glider's control
frame ensure that the bottom side wires
come out of the padding facing rearwards
before they curve round to the front otherwise the thimbles foul the bottom aluminium forgings and can become distorted,
possibly damaging the wires.
Contact your dealer orthe relevant manufacturer for help and information on the
above points.
William White

Since I wrote to Skysailor (March issue) about
the problems with my Mission, several people
have said to me "I wouldn't buy another one."
But nothing could be further from how I feel.
In three seasons of flying first a Maxi and then
a Mega II, my log showed only 52 hours despite living on the Central Coast, near nine
sites ranging from small dunes to Cromarty
Hill. The Mega managed 2,500ft from a 600ft
tow launch, but no cross-country. I was progressing - but oh so slowly.
I was fed up with flying looking up at the rest
of my club, and decided to buy anew machine.
Evaluating my ability, glider performance,
and my price range was traumatic at first. But
after advice from David Heron, our cvcrpresent safety officer, the Mission stood out
as a good alternative.
Good was an understatement. I soon found
myself up there with the best of them.
Bubbling was now easy, and with the STOL
characteristics of the machine landing was a
piece of cake. Flying became a lot of fun, and
I clocked up 60 hours in just 20 weeks.
The greatest change came with inland thermailing, with a total of nine tows, four of them
at Singleton's tow school. The tenth was on
the Mission. It was a good tow, the glider responding well on the rope. Releasing at 1200ft
with white knuckles, the slow, inevitable glide
back to launch began. But wait - what's that
beeping sound? Good grief, I'm going up! I
played around for a few minutes and gained a
few hundred until Steve Wurz crackled in
over the radio to tell me there was a willywilly near the tow vehicle. Bar in and heart
racing I headed on over, and moments later I
was going up fast.
Oops! Again and again I tumbled over the
falls, the Mission recovering very quickly
from near-vertical dives to re-enter the thermal. Finally I found the core and was on my
way ... up, up and away.

1. THE PROBLEM
Side piece of kingpost top slides down allowing side wire
to wear on edge of tube.

2. THE
Side pieces pushed back to correct place and pop. riveted
in position.
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Peaking at 3000ft, it seemed logical to glide
tailwind - and then I saw some ibis onmy left
circling. I turned towards them and soon
found myself going up. Unreal! This time we
made it to 4,600ft and I was shaking uncontrollably. I thought it was excitement, but later
realised that a t-shirt was probably inadequate
clothing for this height. I was now 15k downwind and the thermal had weakened, so I
moved on.
Just another 2 or 3k further some grass and
dust was rising. I headed over to it and RIP!
we were up again. The altimeter jumped to

5000ft, the air was suddenly colder and the
clouds were much closer.
Overflying a town, I left my thermal on the
edge of controlled airspace. A couple of small
thermals maintained me at 1500ft, but by this
time, two hours and 34k into my first xc flight,
I was exhausted.
A few days later, my third tow up resulted in
another 34k in the opposite direction, overflying a Foil and another HP glider in the
process.
I even managed some photographs on those
flights. To see an eagle at my wingtip, and the
broadening patchwork of the western plains
laid out 5000ft below, made me extremely
pleased with my Mission.

Corryong Bomb-out
by Geoff Martin
After a heart-stopping take-off! find the thermals and ridge lift are quite strong, so head out
for the wide open spaces of the valley, confident that I'll be able to get up and away.But
with the ridge well behind now, and me at
about 1300ft, I'm not quite so sure my decision was a good one.
Suddenly this big Wedge-Tail appears in
front of me, cruising heavenward without so
much as a flap of the wings. "Hmm, better see
what he's up to." My vario starts beeping with
approval at the sight of another eagle, and
before I know it I'm rising at 500fpm with
three big birds - and none of us are even
turning! As I'm pondering this strange phenomenon a bunch of leaves and grass appears
below me.
Wham! The wedgies have scarpered and I'm
in the chunkiest thermal of my life.It' s so thick
with debris I shut my eyes, bank hard, and
ignore the vario which is screaming at the top
of its lungs for me to get out of this wild piece
of atmosphere. At about 4000ft the thermal
spits me out and splits .
After half an hour of playing around I head for
a nice-looking paddock. Cruising over a farmhouse on finals the vario starts to beep frantically. Looking at some cows I can suddenly see
the whites of their eyes. Landing now seems
rather a silly idea as I dig my left wing into a
thermal that shouldn , t be this big this low. The
ground recedes.
I leave the thermal at about 2000ft and spend
another half an hour up-and-downing it back
to earth, climb out of the harness and gaze
heavenward: you can just make out the tiny
specks of gliders under nice big fluffy clouds.
"Oh well, maybe I'll get away tomorrow."
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by Gerard Thevenot
Reprinted from 'Cross Country'

THE COMPETITORS
In spite of Australia's remoteness, many more
teams (31 in all) than originally expected were
able to participate in the Championship.
Among the new arrivals to the international
set were teams from Indonesia and the Soviet
Union that participated for the first time ever
in a competition organised outside Eastern
Europe. From South America only Brazil
managed to send a full 8 man team and South
Africa, whose sportsmen are denieed Australian visas, was expectedly absent for political
reasons.
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LAUNCHES AND
LANDING AREAS
Several launches around Bright were simultaneously exploited during the Preliminaries to
accommodate the four pools of 50 pilots each.
Some like M t Elliot, located over 200 km from
Bright were fortunately not retained for the
Finals. Others were plainly excluded like the
well known Mt Buffalo because of its intimidating cliff launch offering a 90% chance of a
back wind.

Landing areas beware! They are numerous
and large but have the drawback or danger of
electrical wires with few poles and endless
stretches of line that are practically invisible.
In 1985 a French glider pilot was electrocuted
when his tail struck a wire. The following year
Dan Raccanelli (USA) was electrocuted when
he tried to undo his friend Rick Rawlings from
the lines. This year, Aaron Sagi (lsr) made a
premature landing when his king post hit a
wire. Evening discussions never failed to
include remarks like "I only saw the line when
it was five metres in front of me!"

The Australians, who for years have been
taking top scores in American and European
competitions, didn't have much trouble proving their strength at home.

The English, ex-title holders, considered by
all to be the only real competitors for the
Australians, surprisingly collapsed when only
four team members made the cut. Bruce
Goldsmith, top seated Englishman, ranked
5th and John Pendry 9th! Whether this means
the end of an era or just a temporary lapse, the
English still remain confidently ahead of all
the other European teams who admittedly are
the biggest losers of the Championship. Only
four European pilots ranked among the top 10
and five among the top 15 places.
Japan, having participated in the 1976 Championshiphas shown steady progress each year
and is now begirming to rank with Europe.
Whether it is due to the vast source of hang
glider pilots - approx 15,000 - its progress will
be tested next at Fiesch (Switzerland 1989).

Once in the air things looked much brighter.
The low mountains were separated by large
valleys with many spacious landing areas.
Although the organisers took care not to design tasks over the extensive forests, one
Brazilian competitor concluded a flight with a
prolonged study of koala behaviour. He was
incidentally lucky enough to encounter a
group of lumbermen who happily carved a
path through the woods so he could recover
his wing.

The Americans came with probably the
strongest team they've ever united . In fact it
was thanks to them that suspense for the title
of World Champion, by team as well as individual, was maintained up to the very last day.
The flying conditions in Australia seem to
agree with them whereas those of Europe do
not. Their habit of boasting their own superi0rity fooled everyone this time. In the past it
has always deflated pretty quickly, but this
time it was hardly the case.

Carl Braden adopted a typically American
technique for the preliminaries as well as the
finals: speed at all cost! He managed to win
three tasks but also lose a few which heavily
taxed his score. Rick Duncan was definitely
betted on as a frontrunner after taking the title
at Mt Buffalo last year. A true champion, he's
very concentrated, a real fighter.

had been chopped down to 30 cm high spikes.
Buckland's Gap, the previous year's only
amenable launch was prohibited and the new
site Mt Emu had been hastily carved through
the eucalyptus trees by bulldozer, leaving a
heap of natural debris 30 m below take off.
The only one that was truly suitable was
Gundowring.

EQUIPMENT
Gerard Thevenot at Myrtleford take off

In spite of last year's general consternation
over the impossibility of organising 'free'
launches on any take off sites which the organisers had promised to rectify, nothing was
done and so take offs went in order of rank.
The system, quickly baptised "he who loses,
loses" tended to handicap the lower ranked
pilots who were often grounded until 3.00 3.30 pm for a 100 km triangular task with
thermal activity generally lasting until 6.30
pm.
In past years, due to a number of accidents,
complaints had arisen about the security of
certain launch sites but little was done to
improve them. Dead trees and dried brush at
Murmungee on which Miguel Santana (P)
broke his arm were hidden by overgrowth.
The ramp on Mt Buffalo, built last year to
double the cliff launch, disappeared. The line
of pine trees obstructing the take off at Myrtleford had not been cut down but those that were

A World Championship offers perhaps the
most complete show of up-to-date equipment
that exists. Every country participates and
most often national teams equip themselves
with their own national brand names.
Magics, tho' multiplying in number and topping competition results for the past three
years, were widely represented but didn't
seem to hold up next to some of the more
rapid, more refined wings. Curiously, Soviet
Champion Sobolev, who had one at his disposal, preferred using his own home-made
wing in spite of its very rustic materials and
finishings. The big wirmer among manufacturers was Moyes, particularly since the cost
of transporting wings to Australia convinced
many foreigners to purchase a low-priced
wing on site instead.
Bestrepresented were the following manufacturers:
Moyes (37), Airwave (36), Wills Wing (22),
La Mouette (16), Solar Wing (8), Enterprise
Wings (8) .
11
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LIVE THE. DAR,T.
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Ph. (02) 560 8773
1, Ducross St, Petersham, NSW 2049

1. Single shoulder rope thro' biner to cleat for adjusting body
position in flight. 2. Aerotowloops. 3. Tow loops. 4. 1" Tube webbing
risers. 5. Zip camera/map pocket . 6 . Slimline para container. 7.
Velcro ballast container with side zip for gloves.tow bridle etc. 8. Up
& down leg zip strings. 9. Velcroed leg zip for safety and easy
removal. 10. zipped bag above legs for XC bag. ties etc .
PLUS: Adjustable leg loops. Adjustable CG point. Adjustable
shoulder pads. Rucksack carry bag. All colours inc!. fiuoro.

For almost three years we have been refining the "Dart" . We believed.
even then. that the pod was too bulky. too draggy and too warm for Australian
conditions. It had not sufficient adjustment or adaptability for the new style of
recreational flying or competition racing .... Apart from that the pod was
old-fashioned.

...

At the World Champs there was hardly a pod to be seen-whereas DART
- type harnesses were there in abundance. The ultimate proof that the pod
was dead.
Our brief from the start was to design a harness that was comfortable.
strong. compact. lower drag but still with provision for ballast. cameras. maps,
XC bags etc . The horizontal position had to be adjustable in fliQht both for
racing and for easing tired back muscles. It had to be good looking . But most
of all it had to be affordable .
Well , we did it .. .then tested it to 18001bs.
At $450 the DART is now Australia's and New Zealand's best harness. For
comfort, quality, features and price nothing even comes close.
Try one soon.

Vario/altimeter combinations don't
come much neater than the new
AFRO POCKET COMB!. Designed as a
paragliding/hang glid ing instrument it
fits perfectly on to your thigh, arm.
speed bar or faired upright. Eight DIP
switches on the back allow you to
choose from over 100 permutations of
sound and sink alarm . Its adaptability. compact size and price make it
the best value for both Novice and
Comp pilot alike.
Guaranteed for 1 year.
8 x 7 x 6cm . around $650

HELP OUR AUSTRALIAN TEAM TO DEFEND THE WORLD
TITLE AT FlESCH, SWITZERLAND IN 1989
By buying one of these "AUSTRALIA, the WORLD
CHAMPIONS" T-Shirts for $25 you will be helping
boost the team fund for the next Worlds.
The T-shirt is a top quality, "Hanes" style, tube
sleeve, ribbed neCk, 100% cotton T-shirt with Julius
Makk's excellent four colour design.
In addition you will get an "I helped the Australian
Hang Gliding Team" car sticker.
It costs a lot of money to send, accommodate, feed
and train an eight man team plus manager and the
bigger the team fund, the better our chances are of
retaining our title.
Please send me _ _ "AUSTRALIA, the WORLD CHAMPIONS" Tshirt(s) and car sticker(s).

I enclose cheque/money order for $

(Cheques payable to "Aus!. Team Fund") . Size (S,M,L,XL) _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Address
Postcode - - - SEND TO:

Australian Team T·shirt,
280 Charlestown Rd , Charlestown, NSW 2290
or Phone (049) 439599 for enquiries.
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The Japanese manufacturer Falhawk undoubtedly made the biggest
giant step design-wise with its 11.5m span glider. These wings showed
the best all-round performance (although the Japanese themselves
admitted to their uneasy handling).
As for instruments: Flytec (CH) seems to have taken the lead over Ball
(USA) and a good number of European Champions like Pendry (GB),
Bricoli(I), Thevenot (F) and even Tudor(USA) are equipped with their
products.
Harness manufacturers are doing everything to reduce drag. For
competitions the bulky Keller (pod) type harness is giving way to the
finer Scorpio (Dart) line or to the more popular but expensive Klavsky
model with dorsal plate. Jim Lee (USA) definitely takes the prize for
his 100% rigid shell with a lower back articulation and automatic
opening and closing hatch for the legs.

ORGANISATION
Cool! The organisation was generally relaxed - perhaps too much so
in the minds of those less fortunate teams that had understood the entry
fee to include pick up and transportation to the take offs.
On the first day of the preliminaries to my great surprise a pilot from
another group arrived on our site and said "Since there wasn't an
official vehicle to the launch from my group, I came here. It was the
closest". The following days the unchauffeured pilots were seen
stuffing their bags and bodies into sympathetic cars or waiting on the
side of the road until someone was willing to stop and pick them up.
Traffic is hardly dense in this area.

WEATHER
A special effort was made to have accurate daily weather reports.
Austrian meteorologist Kurt Panosch was invited to Australia to collaborate with Wally Wallington. Every morning a weather balloon,
along with a trike was sent up to study the conditions and resulting
forecasts were relatively correct. These and generally excellent
weather, except for two non-flyable days - with cloud bases varying
from 1800m - 3900m - permitted tasks - some with rather bizarre
configurations - of 100 - 300kms.

TASKS
The difficult job of selecting tasks was quite well done considering that
each day an average of 5-20 pilots would make goal. Some found the
courses a bit repetitive, but limitations were imposed by the sites
themselves: blocked by the wooded areas to the south and by the wind
from the plains to the north. It would have been difficult to do better.
For the lastday's 105 km out and return, a huge storm developed around
Bright where the goal was situated. The wind was blowing a good 60

Gerard taking off at Mt Emu

km/h, it was pouring rain and lightening marbleised the sky but not a
single pilot had returned. In spite of radioed complaints and protests
from certain team leaders, a cancelling of the task never even came into
question. This years wirmer had to be one who would speed right
through the storm. Numerous middle ranked pilots didn't want to risk
it while the top ranked did. At the end of the day there were lots of
broken down tubes, lots of frightened pilots but miraculously no serious
accidents.

CONDITIONS
Rare was the day when the variometer didn't stick at +5 m/s (1000 ft!
min) at various hours - irregularly. There would come large fTequent
veils of cirrus clouds that considerably diminished thermal activity for
about 10 mins.
Numerous well-known pilots were scratched from the upper echelons
because of the unpredictable character of the lift throughout the region.
Certain spots that seemed the most likely thermal generators would tum
out to be disastrously inactive for enough time to send a whole pack of
pilots to the ground. Wind conditions greatly varied in time and
location. During the first task of the Finals, those first to arrive at the
tumpoint at 2500m (including Rick Duncan) were obliged by the strong
headwind to land just 2 or 3 km further on, while a second group of
pilots breezed over them, followed by a later group that was forced to
land ...
Another particularity of Australian conditions was that strong thermals
could be exploited very close to the ground. It was not unusual to catch
something at just 30m ... a peculiarity that will be sorely missed at
Fiesch.

ATTENTION TO ALL MOYES GLIDER PILOTS
If you own a Moyes glider with side wires made of 3/32" stainless steel uncoated cable we urge you to
replace them every 12 months.
This wire will kink if not stored properly because of its nature and low number of large strands (19). The
reason for using this thinner uncoated cable is for low drag.
Another side wire option is 1/8" 7 x 19 coated cable. This cable is thick, strong and flexible (133) strands .
The advantage of the thicker coated cable is durability.
Please contact:
MOYES DELTA GLIDERS
173 BRONTE ROAD
WAVERLEY 2024
TEL (02) 3875114
13
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XC EPIC AT GOULBURN
by Terry Anderson
I was teed up with Garth Wimbush and
Warren Rae to go towing over the weekend
at my paddock at Parkesbourne, 20k southwest of Goulburn. Usual routine on Saturday
morning: rang the Met guys in Canberra, the
day looked promising, so I lodged flight plans
for the three of us.
Garth and Warren turned up at the paddock
with Shaun, who was keen to try towing for
the first time. We started towing about
lunchtime, but by late afternoon the only person having a good day was Shaun. It wasn't
until the last tow of the the day that Garth got
into better air, after scratching about for
20mins, and skyed right out at 5pm.
That evening, at a huge reunion for the Goulbum motorcycle club at the local RSL, I made
a special point of saving a few braincells from
alcohol, in the hope that they were the ones
that help you defy gravity for extended periods of time. On Sunday morning I was in good
enough shape to ring the Met again and lodge
a flight-plan, this time for a triangle task Braidwood, Moss Vale and back to Perkesbourne. Ambitous, yes, but my usual approach is to set a large triangle task that allows
plenty of room for change, so that Flight
Service at least know we're operating within
that area.
I arrived at the paddock about lOam with
Jacky Nell in tow (no pun intended). Jacky has
only just started to fly, and had volunteered to
drive chase for us. In return, we volunteered to
teach her how to drive the tow car - nice of us
to go to all that trouble, eh? (Justajoke, Jacky.
We really appreciate all your help.)
The day was looking good, but I had my
reservations - however, on my second tow up
I found myself scratching around in 50 to 100
up. Garth came in over the radio to tell me
"Past the point of no return." "Such is life," I
replied - it's always good to get away from the
paddock, it allows you concentrate on the task
ahead.

as I dearly want to fly there some day. Terra
firma loomed up at the gliding strip at Carrick
until an errant "turmoil" whisked me away
from 300ft, and after that I never got uncomfortably low.
As I climbed, the vista that unfolded before me
took on a new dimension. I had flown over this
countryside hundreds of times as a commercial pilot, but this was the first time I had been
over the terrain in my glider and it had never
looked quite like this.
Above me were four massive cloud streets. I
was working the one second from the east, and
at this stage the lift was in the order of 1200up so I relaxed my concentration and enjoyed
the scenery for a change. It was tempting to
climb right up to cloudbase but this would
have put me into controlled airspace right
under a major trunk route. As I cruised up the
Hume Highway towards Moss Vale I studied
an intense sea breeze front moving in from the
coast parallel to my course, about 1O-15k to
the east. It's difficult to describe the beauty of
what I was observing. To look down on the
stratus bank moving in behind the front was
something I'd never experienced from this
perspective before. I rolled off a few photos,
but they don't do justice to the scene. A little
while later the first cloud street to the east
caved in , and for most of its length rain was
teeming from its belly. The sky seemed to be
ablaze with activity, all immensely visible,
and it made me feel pretty insignificant in the
whole scheme of things.
Time to ponder what to do. Continue on,
knowing that I would eventually get drilled
descending into the front, or head west towards Crookwell? After consulting on the

radio I decided to continue on to Ian Jarman's
place, but as I went over the farm there were no
vehicles about so I thought I'd try and punch
my way back to Goulburnjust for the hell of
it.
On the return leg I saw a scrub fire below me
and estimated the sea breeze to be blowing
about 20knots due east. The stratus cloud
bank was now about 5-8 nautical miles east of
me. The southwesterly up top was taking me
nowhere, fast, but as I slogged on I encountered a nosy police patrol aircraft doing his 5k
runs up and down the highway (trying to catch
speeding hang glider ground crews, I suppose). Being 2000 feet above him, I wasn't
overly concerned - until he spotted me and
decided to buzz me for five minutes or 50. Ifelt
like a wedgetail being harassed by a magpie.
At this stage I was going down anyway, having picked out a clearing to land in 6k ahead.
Descending into the sea breeze was like going
through a washing machine, and trying to get
down in a tight landing area dotted with trees
and crossed with two single-strand power
lines wasn't my idea of a good time.
I had just landed when the police aircraft
buzzed over again - maybe he thought he'd
forced me down. A mate suggested later that
I should have folded in one wing and lain
spread-eagled on the ground, but the cop
would probably just have put another little
hang glider stamp on his fuselage.
Pondering the day's events while I waited by
the side of the road (it took Jacky 3 hours to
locate me) I concluded that I was very satisfied indeed. I had experienced so much beauty
and a myriad of changing conditions. It certainly wasn't a statistical epic in terms of
distance or endurance (90k in 2hours 10mins)
but it had been one of my most memorable
flights.

Cloudbase appeared to be 8, maybe 9 grand.
As the southern perimeter of Goulburn passed
to my eastern side only 2000ft below I started
to wonder if I was ever going to get up there.
But soon after I drifted into 6oo-up, which
solved my altitude problems for the moment.
A quick radio call back to the paddock to
advise them of a revised course and I was on
my way proper.
Heading over the Cookbundoon ranges I
looked down on the launch site that Ian Jarman and I built there. It looked grand, and I
wished that it didn't have the access problems
14

Circling in front of Mt Mittamatite with Mt Elliot in the background
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DAY 3

CORRYONG CUP

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.28.8. . . . .

Again the forecast was grim. We decided to postpone the briefmg till
1200 hrs in the hope the rain might stop. It did!! The temp dropped on
the way up the hill pointing to unstable air so a 21 km triangle was set.
All the field had lobbed off by 1400hrs and a few hours later the 30 kt
southerly finished any more laps of the course. Results were: 1st Kel
Smith, 2nd Vern Middleton, Peter Bolton, Helen Ross, Jeremy Lee, Gil
Kaltenbach, John Kleven.

Exhaustion, fatigue and irritability ...
.. were some of the results of flying in 41 degree temps prior to the comp
in Corryong . Many pilots had arrived a week early to mellow out under
the influence of the meandering Murray, the towering peaks of the snow
country and the cold beers at the Indi Hotel in Corryong. This was not
to be the case with a high pressure system generating heat wave
conditions for four days. Those pilots and their families arriving from
the Flatlands competition were most tired.

DAY 4
This looked like a boomer! Public relations dictated the pilots be made
aware of the local sponsors who had supported the competition to the
tune of $1 080 in prizes. A race to goal was set with a launch handicap
based on the time taken to gather items from those business houses
sponsoring the competition. Many pilots felt it belittling to scratch
about in Corryong for tooth brushes, pamphlets, hankies etc. which
only confirmed the need of an activity to loosen up pilots whose competitive edge was detracting from the theme of the competition - FUN!!
A disgruntled field growled at me as I left the briefing, but within
minutes of one pilot trying to sell off some surplus items (condoms),
Corryong became a hypermarketof scurrying pilots. 1'm still laughing!
The goal at Tooma was a litter of kites as pilots rushed to the bar to
present their items to the publican. The 20 pilots who made goal turned
the pub into a real social occasion. It was amusing to see a number of
pilots dive to the deck, leap out of their harnesses and dive to the pub
in an entertaining parody ofthe "Le M~s" site. Results were: 1st Kel
Smith, 2nd John Kleven, 3rd Peter Bolton.
The presentation night was held in the Indi Hotel with a smorgasbord
meal and free drinks.
Overall results were as follows:

lake off at Mt Mittamatite

With the stability caused by the high, thermal depths were only up to
5000' on the hottest days. Many pilots floated from Bringenbrong
campsite to Towong on airbeds, some floated from Mt Elliot or
Mittamatite to campsites in their gliders and others just floated, sat or
slept wherever was found any respite from the heat.
By 10pm on the eve of the competition the field consisted of 53 pilots
ranging in age from 21 to 51, in sex from male to female (John Kleven
registered as a girl!), in nationality from Poms to Colonials (with Geoff
Martin as a citizen of the "world" and Bob Barnes as Welsh??), in
experience from 60 hrs to 1000+ hours, in gliders from Mars, Sabres,
GTs, GTSs, GTRs, Foils, Magics and Probes.

Winner of the Corryong Cup
Kel Smith
2nd
Gil Kaltenbach
3rd
Vern Middleton
David Hope
4th
5th
Rob Schroettner
Peter Bolton
6th
John Kleven
7th
8th
Dick Heffer
9th
Jeremy Lee
10th Garth Winbush

See you all next year
Harry Docking

Best pilot kite vintage 2 yrs Gil Kaltenbach in a GTR
3yrs - Harry Docking in a GTR
4yrs - Dick Heffer in a Magic
"Good Sport" award Gerry Gerus
Best Flight - Vern Middleton
Most supportive hang person Jenny Bennett.
Best Team - "The Long Reefers"
Special thanks to:
Our sponsors, Richard Heffer,
Glenn and Linda Wilson
and all the pilots.

DAYl
The forecast from the FSU in Wagga and Coo rna indicated a good day
with bases to 9000' and light Southerly winds. The task was a lap of the
valley ie. turnpoint one was Cudgewa (1Ikm), turnpoint two Elliot
(18.5km), with goal atToomapub (25km). Pilots were given the choice
of any take off, average time was 4 hrs as pilots only reached 6500'. The
results were: 1st equal Dick Heffer, Peter Koorneef, Vern Middleton,
Kel Smith, Gil Kaltenbach, Dave Hope, Rob Schroettner and George
Barrie.

DAY 2
Forecast was rain all day but the field still managed to lob off
Mittamatite. Some pilots even made it to the first tumpoint at Khancoban, with Vern Middleton making it to the second and beyond towards
goal at Walwa. Results were: I st Vern Middleton, 2nd Gil Kaltenbach
and Greg Johnston.

North from Mt Elliot. en route to looma pub .
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If you would prefer to remain a member of
HOFA please send us a copy of your registration form.

POWERED HANG GLIDERS
If you've got one - read this
DEFINITIONS
"PHO"is a complete powered hang glider
comprising two parts - Wing and Trike.
The ''Trike'' is the detachable weight shift
portion of the PHO that includes the engine,
undercarriage, seat and frame.
The "Wing" is the lifting surface of the
PHO ie the hang glider part, including uprights, airframe, sail etc.
ANO 95 .10 is the current issue 3 version
that pertains to all single seater aircraft under
150 kg empty weight

under 95 .10 to have the choice of joining
either HOFAof AUF. However this isnotyet
finalised.
2. There is a requirement for pilots flying
under 95.10 to hold pilot certificates by 1st
Sept. 1988. The holding of an appropriate
HOFA rating satisfies this requirement for
PHO pilots.
3. Any newPHO (kit or manufactured)
sold after 1st Aug 1988 must be certified to
101.55. (even single seaters).

Two-seater and tow PHOs (even though
they are under 150 kg) come under airworthiness ANO, 101.55 and its yet-to-be-seen operational ANO, 95 .55.

4. ANO 95.55 (Operational ANO for all
101.55 aircraft) will definitely allow for
membership of either AUF or HOFA. AUF
and HOFA have mutually agreed to accept
each other's operations manuals including
pilot training and ratings.

THE LEGALITIES

WHAT SHOULD I DO?

1. There is a requirement for all 95.10
aircraft to be registered with AUF by 31st
July 1988. Note that registration of 95.10
PHOs will hopefully not be tied to membership . AUF will accept registration for any
aircraft that flies under 95.10. Negotiations
are under way for allowing PHO pilots flying

1. HOFA suggests that in order to take advantage of the airworthiness anmesty until 1st
June 1988 (as stated in 95 .10) that PHO pilots
register their aircraft with AUF on the form
herein provided and send the form with the
$30 (for two years) registration fee to AUF to
arrive before 31st July 1988.

NOVICE

and
INTERMEDIA TE
PILOTS
NOW A VA/LABLE
A 20 page fool scap leaflet
containing detailed explanations
of hang gliding terminologies, with
reference to page and paragraph
numbers in both "Pagen" books(Hang Gliding Skills, Flying
Conditions).

A must for the
new rating system.

Send $5.00 with a 9"x 6"
stamped addressed
envelope to:
"TERM. LEAFLET"
23 PITTST
RICHMOND NSW 2753

WHAT IF I WANT TO SELL MY PHG?
1. 95 .10 states that a (95.10) aeroplane
shall not be sold after 1st Aug 1988 unless a
Data Package for that particular type demonstrating compliance with the AUF's Technical
Bulletins has been presented to and accepted
by AUF. The Data Package has to include:
a) Engineering drawings and tech. specs. of
basic structural elements. b) Proof of compliance with structural load tests acceptable to
the AUF. c) A signed statement by a person
acceptable to the AUF defining max . T .O.
weight, CO. range and limits, min. and max.
airspeeds and lower limits. d) A signed statement by a person acceptable to the AUF declaring a safe history of ops. for min. 50 hrs.
However, These procedures and techniques are presently being revised and simplified by AUF. Also HOFA is in the process of
drafting a PHO version of the above for approval by AUF. We hope to have this ready
and published soon so all you trikers will
know what to do to bring your PHO up to
95.10 standard .
For further info. phone Phil Mathewson on
(02) 560 8773 .

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Dales Rd, Palmwoods 4555
Ph. (071) 459185
UPRIGHT TUBING-8TRONG
Length makes two uprights - $27
Ship 1-3 lengths Aust . wide - $14
FACTORY QUALITY REPAIRS
Glider Rebu ilds - Sail Repairs
FLYING WIRES Built to specs.
Com plete Bottom Rigging - Plastic
Coated - Average Price - $105
Uncoated Speed Wires appx - $90
MYLAR L.E. Insert Material
for one pair - $50
GLIDER BAGS Heavy Zip - $97
ALTIMETERS, VARIOS, P'CHUTES
POD HARNESSES, A.S.I.s
Bolle Sunglasses
Hand Fairings, Carabiners
Hang Loops, Tow Bridles
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Still the one

VISION 3B
After extensive testing of the Keel-Pocketless
VISION Mk4 (Note clones now appearing) in Nov-Dec 87.
I decided to go on producing a refined VISION 3 as
THE Beginner Pilots FIRST Glider.
While the keel-pocketless version performs very
nicely. I found that it needs regular yaw correction, even
in mild turbulence. and skill I would not expect from a
Novice pilot.
A New NOSE-Wire CATCH system and A-Frame Top
make for easier set up on the 3B.
(The Longest Range of Pull-Back Settings give the
VISION 3B the Widest Tuning range from Mushy to Racey.
and of course it is the ONLY Beginner Glider with V.G.
(Variable Geometry) Option.)
For the BEST PRICE call Stan Roy.
Suncoast Hang Gliders.
Chevallum Rd.
Palmwoods 4555
Ph (07l) 459185.

SKYTECH INSTRUMENTS
PRESENTS

SKYTECH FLIGHTDECK

HANG GLIDING SCHOOL.STANWELL PARK
P.O. BOX 180, HELENSBURGH, N.S.W.

PH' (042) 94 2545

INSTRUCTION: Using the gradual advancement method,
we start at the sandhills in Sydney and progress to
winch towing / higher hills , then to Stanwell Park for
a Tandem , and Solo soaring flights.

FEATURES;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DIGITRL RLTlMETER, 10 FEET INCREMENTS TO 20,000 FEET
DUAL RRNGE AUDIO UARIO (800 FPM RND 1600 FPM )
DIGITAL AIRSPEED INDICATOR IN M .P.H
AIR TEMPEARTURE DISPLAY
INTEANAL NICAD OAnEAY WITH LOW BAnERY UOLTAGE INDICATOR
12U CAR CHAAGER AND 240U MAINS CHARGEA INClUDED
YOUR CHOICE OF LEFT OR AIGHT HAND UPRIGHT MOUNT ( ROUND
OR AIRFOIL TUBING) OR SPEEDBAR MOUNT
STREAMLINED CUSTOM DESIGNED INSTRUMENT CASE
DIRECT FACTORY SERUICE BACKUP READILY AUAILABLE
12 MONTH UNLIMITED CROSS COUNTRY KM WARRANTY
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

PR ICE; $785.00
CONTACT;
IAN REES AT SKYTECH INSTRUMENTS
54 ROVENA ROAD
MOORABBIN VIC.
PH. (03) 555 4810

GLIDERS: Whatever MOYES glider you have in mind
Mission, G.T.R . or GTR World Beater · they're here
for you to test fly. So give us a call to arrange a fly ,
a great deal , and backup service .

ACCESSORIES: A full range of gear is in stock to cater
for all pilots . From pod harnesses , parachutes ,
instruments , towing gear , books . all your hang
gliding gear.

CONTACT CHRIS BOYCE on (042) 94 2545.
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II.I.CIW COlIN

as at 1st APRIL 1988

IntISIl! PAUl.
Pm

PILOTS

Clw 1 Clw 1 CoIf I COIf 4 Clw I TOTAl POSII PoSN

Roe

Ia()[
~n

1ft!7 M~7 FlTB7 MSWS
41B. 0 3SI.1 387.6 161.9
IX.IICNI RumLL 11\87 fllB7 flAT88 EMG87
419.6 4l1i.l 31U 177 .1
flVJiD I\IJ!~
fl T87 M~7 M~ 1ft!7
M
423.0 376.5 316.6 289.0
BIOOEi CARL
NSWS M~7 EMG87 1ft!7
17B. \ 1\6.2 540.9 307.1
1It"R:tW', Nm
1ft!7 M~7 M~ NAT86
181.6 IIU ~7.\ 18).9
IlJYES STEPHEN 1ft!7 N~7 NAT86 1UB6
438.7 540.1 111.6 170.5
C!Xm ~EW
1ft!7 N~7 M~ MAT86
362 .9 35U 312.0 273.1
BlEknMSG' STEVE 1ft!7 S.\86 flAT88 ENG87
IIU ~ . 4 115.7 ~ .•
sam DANNY 1ft!7 NAT86 ENG87 BUf86
\00.5 193.7 18).7 181.7
~ GuY
NS£7 fL T87 NSWS XClS7
1\6.7 111.1 186.0 169.8
fll\ERI GARy
fLT87 S.\86 ENG87 XCl87
111.6 110.1 293 .1 148.1
.111M IAN
FlTB7 MS£7 0015 BUf86
170.1 325.0 257.9 1\5.5
DIiHEl AlAN
M~ flTB7 1ft!7 FlT86
301.1 301.1 270.9 'liIt.7
PIUTOO PHILL EtQ7 NS£7 ENG86 flAT88
111.1 3m.1 1\5.0 239.2
rom DAVE MS186 FlT87 FLAT88 XClB7
270.B '5J7.1 251.5 m.•
BNl!X)I Till
1ft!7 S.\86 VlC86 BUf86
315.7 179.2 m .1 187.1
sam LEE
MS£7 1ft!7 NS186 NA~
119.0 134.8 2?i.5 197.7
DmIliGSOms RT87 fLAT88 FlT86 Xa.87
318.2 139.7 111.8 181.1
HIB8E~ Roe
MS£7 ENG87 flAT88 1ft!7
181.2 217.1 216.8 I!U
nAATIN Rim
NH86 M~ ENG86 flT87
2&U 140.5 m.3 200 .3
fLENT.! PHILL S.\86 1ft!7 IlB6 lCl87
Nl.6 251.9 210.8 194.0
1\ATHEM PHIL ENG86 ENG87 NS£7 flT87
23U 111.8 102.9 181.7
[NtlAS GEOR.E S.\86 XCl87 WJ VIJ'II88
138.5 20U 111 .1 164.8
"ootEHJi VERIl ENGS7 NAT86 ENG86 1ft!7

IX.IIJIi Rim

BEAVIS ALAN

HIll [EN

239.4 185.3 175.3 144.5
VIC86FLAT88 NAT86 XCL87
195.2 190.4 173.0 172.3

EMGS7
200.1
XCl87
111.6
S.\86
291.9
flT87
117 .1

N~7

MSWS
191.9 180 .4
[EllEY PAUl.
S.\86 SN,7
211 .B 161 .7
m[ .MIllS
fLATB8 ENG87
146.0 138.S
PETRIE DAVID
fLAT88 fl T86
101 .1 188.7
IVEliS SIRm
S.\86 fLAT88 VIC86
125.1 111.0 150.6
IUNEY Qlm
flAT88 VO'II88 VIC87
13U 1BI .0 139.1
TIJlLOCH GEOfF fLAT88 NSW7 NAT85
117.1169.7 148.1
CARTER PAUl.
NSW7 EMG87 Em
151. 0 136.5 151. 9
1ll'ANC "mOl flAT88 ENG87 1ft!7
125.1 105 .1 1'5J.5
ntlilEY ilERIOO S.\86 OOf86 1ft!7
306.6 2~ . 6 72.1
I\IDn PAUl.
MS£7 NS£I N~
llU 164.4 150.1
AlTm PETER NS£7 ENG87 M~
Nl.5 240.5 75.2
IWlXJIALDDIllS BlG87XQ,87 ENGB6
1!1.i.8 161.6 116.9

flT86
1156
XCl86
111.1
VIC86
11li.l
XCl86
71.6
Xa.B7
140.0
VIC86
91.4
Fl T86
111.1
XCl88
71.9
NAT86
2U
xtl88
1U
NS£7
111.0

.bE

1601. 0

IlATSIl! AI«lY

1416.5

IOlTH CRAI.

14l1i.1

lEE IIA YIE

1182.8

WYHIIEBROCE

1366.1

RHS IAN

1361.1

VINE ilARm

1110 .•

EMRT[l QlAIIIJI

1300.7

BIRM[S Boo

1'5J7.6

ml'r. TONY

m7.8 10 11

RlOOIIl PAUl

1114.5 11

10

lJJI:AM Sl\l.wE

1199.5 12 12

IX.IICNI JroSS

1138.0 11 11

ROSE

1104 .6 14 29

tWlSEN ColIN

1017.8 15 18

BRIJI[I(JI

100U 16 I.

1!I1lS(J( GARy

"m
CIflIS

!V.O 17 10

8(l T[l

971.9 18 17

PlIlCtLl TREVOR

911.7 19 "

1IX.1I.MP RoHAN

921.5 10 19

GILBERT Oms

91B 21

15

LNUITOm

n

21

NQI)

781.3 21

n

~S1R(JIG

811.6

P!:l1R

Too

TOMY

744.1 24 31

OAVIES P!:TER

730.9 25

ttmlEEf BIll

23

71li.\ 16 \5

.mJIiI CRm

704.\ 27 27

~

684.1 18 IB

WItnNSIl! Jross

680.6 29 13

Ml~'IS

668.7 30 30

Il/,~

651.0 II

7\

HEFfER Om

650.1 32 \1

O'NEIll IAN

63S.\ II 87

PHIllIPS

629.S

~

100

Ross

DAVE
&lIAN

oom

HIll OEm

611.1 15 16

$MOLER STEVE

&E.O 36 16

9JMSHARRY

1!1.i.5 17 121

ClELI.M'J PAUl.

587.3 38 12

NI.:11 .lAct

VIC86 BUf86 VIJ'II88 VIC87
185.2 163.8 111.9 84.7
flAT88 VIC87 VIC86 XQ,88
Z15.6 142.5 m.8 84.1
MSW7 fLAT88 XCl87 XCl88
216.7 1!1.i.. 86.2 67 .6
0017 \'lC87 VIJ'II88 VXCl88
191.5 141.6 129.6 ~U
NSW7 fLAT88
306.1 233.2
S.\86 VO'II88 VXa.88 SN,7
Nl.6 1!ii.6 61.0 45.0
WS£7 NSW6 BUf86
270.0 255.6 11.7
0017 NSW7 XClB7 E\1G86
191.1 179.1 75.4 70.1
WSW7 N~
297.0 210 .•
fLAT88 VIC87 V(J'II88 VXCl88
17B.4 149.1 IOU 71.6
fL T87 flAT88
18U 1!li.8
EN~7 ENGB6
277.1 210.5
NSW7 MAT86 BUF86 NSWI
179.0 741 70.1 ItS
EMGS7 VIC87 I'XCl88 V(J'II88
178.1 119.0 !E.I 68.5
ENG87 fll.T88 NSlo87 lCl88
171.1 111.0 10\.2 47.1
NSW7 BUf86 NSWS
llli.1 117 .0 21.9
NSW7 fl T87 XCl88
110.1 100.2 23.8
flAT88 VXCl88 VIC87 V{PN88
174.6 IIli.5 91.7 \1.6
SN,6 Xa.87 SN,7
158.8 129.1 118.6
ENG87 NSW7
231.5 174.1
\'lC86 VIC87 V(J'II88 VXCl88
m.o 111.7 100.1 60.5
fLAT88 VO'II88 VXCl88
180.8 m.o 74.1
ENG87 ENG86
199.6 187.0
fLAT88 VIC87 VXa.88
184.3 125.1 75.0
fl T86 Xa.86 XQ,87
210.9 119.3 4l.1
ENG86 ElIG87
I!U llB.2
NSW7 fLAT88 XCL87 Xa.88
167.4 111.1 64.6 ll.8
NSW5 N!.T86
219.5 135.9
YIC86 VO'II88 VXCl88
159.5 m.8 61.5
BlG87 8IG86
212.3 140.1
ENG87 ENG86
218.5 118.6
VIC87 VO'II88 VXCl88
118.8 117.4 97.3
SN,6 SN,7
l!E.5 12U
VO'IIBB VIC87 VXCL88
119.5 110.6 70.2
ENG87 1ft!7 BUf86
nl.7 54.1 21.4
NSW7
291.4
OOf86 NAT86 VIC87 VXCL88
HId !E.8 57 .6 18.6
11C87 V{PNBS VXCLBB
110.8 91.7 75.1
S.\86 SN,7
171.1 112.4
VIC87 XCl86 VXCL88 VIC86
143.4 \9.6 42. 1 35.4
VIC87 V(J'IIBB VXClBB V1C86
111.3 49.7 .a.9 4U
XUIl) SN,6 SN,7
101.4 92.6 77.6
NS£7 ENG86
110. \ \5.8

586.6 19 24

AllEY W
ILF

575.0 40 68

GIUU.Il STEPHEN

NSW5 N~
17'i.4 90.2

1!i'i.6 81 51

N~I

164.0 BI

25

'lilt.0

565.9 41 69
545.1 .1 112
539.1 41
518.2 "

58

517.1 45 60
515.7 \5 84
IOU 47 41
\OJ.5 .a 150
490.8 49 55
487.7 50 49
47B.1 51 65
473. 9 52
451. 9 51
"5.0 54 51
444.1 55 \5
415. 4 \6
4!li.7 57 97

HIllltlis

VIC87
111.2
fl T86
199.4

VXCLse V(J'II88 XClBS
11li.5 ~ . 9 11.3
IIHItIT BRuNO
NAT86
61.7
DANIEl BROCE
N~ NAT86 fL T86
!lI.7 86.4 1l.1
BOIERSPAUl
NS£7 flAT88
150.0 105.1
PATIERSIl! GILES NSW7
148.9
TtllER SCon BUf86 ENG86 XCL86
111.0 58.4 15.8
SRN!WtlL-DAVISAfLAT88 NSW7
130.1 114.3
ROOIMS(J( SCon S.\86 Xa.87 SN,7
145.6 51.9 43.6
WILSIl! QlE.
NSW7
240.6
lOiTER DIllS
NSWS lCl86
142.5 !1.i.4
BEER BERNIE
Illf86 NSWS
1!E.9 32.9
illITE ~
NS'£5
230.6
STEVENS DAVE
ENG87 ENG86
148.1 81.8
\IIITH lim. NSW7
217.2
flNlAYS(J( Ston N~7 flT87
149.5 IU
mES RoIotH
NSW7
111.2
REEVE BROCE
NS£5 N~
151.5 60.1

'5JI.9 84 155
'5J1.1 8'.i 47
258.4 86 18
255.1 87
148.9 88
245.1 89 57
244.5 90
141.1 91

71

240.6 92
217.9 91 \9
211.8 94 '5J
230.6!1.i lo\
2\0.1

~

116

217.1 97
216.1 !lI 127
115.1 99

m.6 100 37

4!li.0 58 138
~.1

59 62
1988

NATIONAL

L A DDER

387.3 60
386.6 61

79

lSoU 62

It probably CObes as no surprlse th" Ridy Duncan
Austra lJan Ch amp on for the Bmntennlal year . W'dh the
national ladder syste ~ adopted at last years conventJO'
lustrali an Cba. pion is deter. lned fro~ the la dd er.
calculated "nually on 1st Ap ril.

is
new
tbe
as

181.3 61 35
177.0 64 71
176.9 65 118
355.4 66 19
353.8 67 61
352.6 68 90
~7 . 1

Birgit Svens is the Australian LaGleS Chabpion and
. alntai ns her position in I grade .
The Aus trali an B grade Chnpion is Rob Hihberd. He nov
. oves into I. grade vith a bullet. (I. grade is the top 30
pilots on the ladde rl . Four other pilots. Verne "iddletoD.
Ke D Hll1. Julius "aU and David Pelrie have &ade the
transitioD to I. grade as veil . Five old and bold I. grade
pilot s have been relega ted to B grade . so. e iD spectacular
fashion .

6!l 99
Congratulations

Il3.5 70
to all these pilots .

123.2 71 II
110.1 71
305.3 II 117

291.4 7.
290.1 75 41
290.0 76
184 .5 77 81

It looks as if it vi 11 becooe acre difficult to
.aintain or iaprove ODes pos it ion on the ladder judging by
tbe nullber of B grade pi lots who have .. de big juops tovards
the top of the B grade sect ion as ve II. Joe Scott llaking his
debut appearan ce at 43 lools like the one to watch.

This year the ladder is calculated on four
coope ti tions. up fro. three last year . "ext year it vi ii be
worked out on tht best five . so as to be . ore rep resen tat ive
of cons is tent perfornnce .
111 compet ition organisers are advised to contact the

180.5 78 101 convenor of the Coopetition Advisory Couiltee well pr ior to
176.1 79 6\
271.6 80 71l

running I coopetition to ensure that thei r co.petitions
qualify for OIlxilul ladder po ints .
Conta ct Pa uI

"0II ison .

8 Brovn Street. IOlJSTOWl! WSW

2289 for . ore inlor.. tion.

167.2 81 139
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1987/88

HEANEY GRAIT

111 ,6Re
2m
BWIS ALAI
112.6Re
28\3
112 ,6Re
IUPAN(
28\3
i1OlllSON PAUL 107 ,IRu
2572
107 , IRu
2572
61.ORu
1325
7UR"u
12\1
GANOERTON JEUl 31.1Re
785
28 ,ORe
PATON LEN
707
MOOD lou
90 ,9Ru
1B53
PHILLIPS JEFf
65,ORu
1549
m ERI GARRY
19B ,ODe

CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE

"m

FINAL REPORT
by Paul Mollison

A:.f-ddl~

J!".iS"

r.;:,+ ....
,ll

fJ.

rr

-k.

'

~ CAli
e~(

c;:;e

47 .. "

~B

MCDONALD CHRIS

PHOT

flT I

HUBBARD GUI

111. 6Re
18\l
8mmSOp STEVE 111.6Re
18\l
PR!1CHARO PHIL 111 .6Re
2B\l
GOR~ ON Om
112 .6Re
18\l
HIBBERDROB
111 ,6Re
18\3
CUMr,IHGS DENIS 112 .6Re
2m
MCR Al COlli
107,IRu
2572
NEW ~ ANO ~R[
112,6Re
1m

fLT 1

B9.7Re
1165
IIt7le
Il66
51.1Re
1190
\2 .5Re
lOll
\7,5Re
1100
IIUlu
m9
112,61u
1316
llUle
1366

fLT l

h T5

fLT \

8\. 8Ru
1890
\1.5Re
1100
IOl ,91u
1110
\9 ,9Ru
966
10Ulu
1140
160, OGe
809
17UGe
901
78.51u
614

111 .61u
Ill6
17B .lGe
901
160 ,OGe
809
178.lGe
901
76 ,01u
575
78.l1u
611
7Ulu
550
159 ,90e

m

70. Hu
672
160.0Ge
809
7Ulu
55l
BUlu
809
12l ,OOe
396
68.0Ge
3\\
128,90e

29.BRe
753
DUNCAN Ross
19.BRe
753
LEE WAYNE
20 ,IRe
50B
mm PETER 20 , IRe
50B
HIll WmEl
16,ORe
404
101 Al CHARTERS CHRIS 12UGe
649
BARNES BOB
63 .5Gc
8986
321
PAR SOlIS RICHARD 89,20c
7119
2B7
2UGc
"AClEOD CAlAN
6615
129

178 .lGe
901
91.51u
869
96 ,01u
957
85 ,6Tu
761
8l,l1u
717
4l6Ru
1013
3URe
861
186.ODe
599
132 .IGe
671
3UGe
172
50.lSe
256
193,6De

tEl

615.

=lst
=lst
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

Glider

5956

m

5754

115 ,80e
37l

5711

Mission 170
WesHili
Mike Rose
GTR 162
Tony Klemm
GTR 162
GTR 162
Ross Hughan
Grant Heaney FOIL 160B R.
Alan Beavis
MagiclV
Don Rottman
GTR 162
Rob Ruge
Magic IV
Magic IV
Don Burns
H. Timtschenko FOIL 160B R.

o = Open Goal

Fit 1

Flt2

51(0)
120(0)
112(0)
35(0)
164(0)
135(0)
47(0)
121 (0)
12(0)
30(0)

45(G)
37(0)
81(0)
51(G)
135(0)
83(0)
59(G)
81(0)
23(G)
15(0)

G = Nominated Goal

RI3

Rt4

FitS

30(G) 16(0&R) 16(o&R)
40(G) 66(0&R)
82(G)
15(G)
14(G) 11(0&R)
45(G)
14(G) 11 (o&R)
45(G)
59 (G)
51(G)
59(G)
45(G)
45(G)
36(G)
14(G)
II(G)
23(T)
14(G)
27(G)
19(G) 14(0&R)

O&R =Out and Return

Score

4400
4400
4060
4020
3780
3680
3460
3320
3300
3260

T = Triangle

COMPETITION DETAILS
1988/89 VICTORIAN CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE
OBJECTIVES
To select the 1988/89 Victorian Cross Country Champion
To promote cross country flying in Victoria
To improve the national ranking of Victorian pilots.
GRADE OF COMPETITION
The competition shall be conducted over the period from 1/4/88 to 31 13/89 .
Pilots may fly on any day but are responsible for documenting flights and
forwarding documentation to the VHGA Competiti on Director within one month
or 1/4189, wh ichever is sooner. Flights from Victorian Championships will be
entered automatically.
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m

m

117.30e 58,OGe
378
m
88 ,80e 71.9IX:
2B6
135
86 ,BOe 7UDe
m 280 236
180 ODe 118,9De
580
m
99, 4Ge 76 ,ODe 63, ODe
502
m 203
43,ODe 29.30e 17.3De
139
94
56
50.lSe 37.BGe
256
191
141 ,ODe .7 ,5Ge 2UGe
"8 MO
In
2UGe 2UGe 2UGe
144
144
144
47, lGe .UGe 18 ,BDe
239
715
93
47,IDe .5 ,6De lUGe
152
147
119
25,5Ge 3UDe 21.1De
129
127
73
\tODe
110

The Cross Country League for 1987/88 has been finalised

5671 and the results determined. Congratulations must go toGuy
Hubbard for his second consecutive victory. Guy is one of the

5281 few people to be fortunate to have been able to get his best five
scoring flights at his local "sites". All his scoring flights have

4991 been obtained from tow launches... Perhaps he needs a
'619

handicap. Well done Guy.
In the ladies section Birgit Svens achieved the best score.

4397 This too is for the second consecutive year.
3252 The best score to a "B" pilot goes to Rob Hibberd .
The change in scoring format has certainly been effective in

3172 encouraging Out and Return or Triangle flights. The best
flights were almost three times further than those previously

2379 submitted. Chris MacDonald submitted the longest open dis·
tance flight of 233 kms which is down on the best distances

131B from previous years. Sixteen flights submitted were 100 miles
or more.

2m
7152
1089
1936

Flights submitted were as follows:
Open Distance
73
Out & Return
36
Triang le
29
Nominated Goal
43
TOTAL

181

1630 The Bill Poole Trophy has been won by the Victorian trio of Col
MacRae, Grant Heaney, and Alan Beavis (16707 pts).

1257 I must apologise somewhat forthe lack of attention I was able
10 apply to the XC League this year. I have arranged with C

976 Mac to conduct the league for the next year. The rules will be
772

the similar to last years with points per kilometre as follows:·

6'9

Best Dist
Submitted

Points per
Kilometre

310.4 km
112.6 km
114.7 km
197.9 km

3.22
8.81
8.72
5.05

321
287

Open Distance
Out & Return
Triangle
Nominated Goal

129 These points are chosensothatto achieve a score of 1000 pts

TRIAMClE
Om DISTANCE
No~m 1£0 GOIl
OUT AND RETURN
e COPlPLETfO
u U W ~O K'l ET£O

FINAL RESULTS (Top 10)
Name

751
6UGe
310
63,5Ge
321
.3,IDe
139
51.1Ge
25B

Ill,20e 70,01u
571
\88
17UOe 130,90e
572
m
12UOe 56 ,51u
407
318
13UOe \8 ,5Tu

a pilot must submit a flight equal to the best flight previously
entered.

6592

THE VICTORIAN CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE
Place

6"

m, ODe

91.51u
869
76 ,01u
575
UUOe
466
2URe
636
119,90e
3B6
62,BTu
393
171.8De

[UPI?LE:
67 .DTe
1000
67,0 t lwMblE
1000 PII\iTS

Pilots who wish to enter should send five dollars to:
Chris MACDONALD,
22 Crown Street, BELMONT, NSW 2280

LOCATION
All flights must originate, term inate or have a turnpoint within Victoria.
PRIZES: TROPHIES
1988/89 Victorian Cross Country Champion
2nd Place, 1988/89 Victorian Cross Country League
1988/89 Victorian 'C' Grade Cross Country Ch ampion
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Competitors must be members of HGFA
FEES
The competition entry fee is $5 (free for pilots entering the Victorian Champion·
ships) and is to be paid with the competitors first flight submission .
SCORING
Pilots may subm it any flight for inclusion in the competition . Verification of the
flight must be provided on request. Flights will be judged within two separate
categories:
Open Distance,
Nominated Goal(may include up to two turn points) .
The best fl ight in each category will score 1000 points. Each subsequent place
will score 10 points less per kilometre lto a max. of 30 pts) .
For example:
Place Distance (km)Score
1000
1
175
2
105
970
3
104
960
4
101
930
5
99
910
A pilot's total score will consist of the total of the pilot's best five flights.
A max of four flights from anyone category shall be allocated a score .
NOTE: This competition wi ll be run in accordance with the HGFA Competition
Rules . Where there is confl ict between these ru les and the HGFA rules, then
these rules shall take precedence.
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VHGA LIST OF EXAMINERS

ACT SITE CLOSURE
The Northern Take off at Geary's Gap
at LAKE GEORGE has been temporarily
closed until furthernotice . Anyone wishing to
fly may still fly from the southern take off at
Geary's Gap. The height limit on this site is
300' AGL until the northern end of the lake
bed where the Federal Highway turns away
from the ridge. There is a cost of $2.00 per
flyer to be placed in the mailbox. It is important that people drive slowly past the house, do
not litter the take off area and NO SMOKING
ON THE PROPERTY.
In addition the Giralang Training
S lope is s till closed

SYDNEY H. G. CLUB
Next meeting will be Tuesday 14th
June at Sports House starting 7.3Opm. We
will be going through all the Advanced questions so any PR4 and 5pilots wishing to transfer should come along .
Our first meeting saw over 30 people
attend and 12 PR3s get their Intennediate.
We have beer at a dollar a can, current
issues of 'Wings', 'Vollibre' and 'Aquilone' to
browse through and videos to watch so come
along to the next one.

Committee : Alf Carter (071) 457265,
John Blain (071) 459185 and others.
Meetings are held at each committee
members residence and at present held once
every two months, on the firs t Friday of that
month commencing at 7.30pm. Annual General Meeting in in August each year.
We presently have 28 fmancial members and
growing.
The club services what its name
states; the Sunshine Coast, being from Beerwah through to Noosa and Rainbow Beach
and out again to the hinterlands, for example;
Montville, Flaxton and the Blackall Range.

QHGAinc.
The date for this year's Annual General Meeting is Saturday, 16th July 1988. It
will be held at 41 Gladewood Drive commencing at 7.30 pm.
I plan to resign as secretary but would
prefer to hand over the job to someone. So all
you word processing types - nominate for this
important executive post which pays $500 pa.
There was an accident at Byron Bay
in early April involving a non-fmancial pilot.
I have written to DoTC supplying info . required by them and they are likely to prosecute.
Bye for now
P. de Mestre.

SYDNEY WARNING
DoTC have warned that they will be inspecting Dobroyd Point regularly as they recently
found a guy setting up there.

WA
I am the most experienced local pilot
n the Goldfields and Central wheatbelt areas
of W A. I am responding to your call for hang
gliding clubs in Australia. I only have three
other local pilots at the moment, (I'm hoping
for seven in the near future!), but there are
quite a few Eastern states pilots who find work
in the area for several months.
Thennals in summer often go to 10 2,000'. I've had some 50-60km flights (restricted because of pickups) and a 70km out
and return. All flying is from tow launching.
I am at the W A School of Mines and expect to
be around until Dec '88. I'd like to be on the
list if possible.
Yours faithfully
Jeff Phillips 63216 Ph(090)216861

SUNSHINE COAST HANG
GLIDING CLUB
Pr esident: Dave Cookman (071) 471289
Secr etary/T reasurer:
Sandy Stephens (071) 461722

S Sandler
Doncaster
8484992
A Beavis
Essenden
3372226
W Hill
Geelong
052786978
JWalrnsley
Patterson Lakes 772 9723
R Davies
S Yarra
2662859
CMcRae
Brighton
592 1953
NBalwyn
8595388
G Heaney
P Davies
5555205
Highett
R V 0 Klooster Breakwater 052223019
P Wright
Laverton
3692016
T Dennis
Wodonga
060246218
Box Hill N
P Eustace
8982262
S Gleeson
as above
MNott
Hawthorn E
8822119
MCoburn
Collingwood 41 7 2130
M Pike
AltonaN
3986268

VHGA

Victorian Open Results 1988
1 G Heaney Foil 160B Racer
2 A Watson GTR 162 Race
3 G Kambas GTR 162 Race
4 A Beavis
Magic IV
5 DRottman GTR 162
6 P Davies
Foil 160B
GTR 162 Race
7 P Bolton
8 R Ruge
Magic IV
9 D Adams
GTR 162
10 R Hughan GTR 162
11 I Rees
Foil 160B Race
12 H Ti~tschenka Foil 160B
13 G Hickson EF6
14 A Phillips Foil160B
15 J Malek
Foil 160B

..........

4734 pts
4311
4264
4145
3930
3436
3415
3352
3350
3037
2778
2745
2590
2423
2370

Howdy Folks!!
First on the list of things to celebrate is
that Mike Coburn and Ann Ley are GETTING
MARRIED ! I asked the couple if they intended having children. They replied that they
had already (!) and that "Junior" (Warrie Duncan") was enough for now!
Second VHGA organised an examiners certification night. It was a blazing success
with heaps more people advancing to the new
position. See the new list?
Third, by the time you read this article
the VHGA will have organised and implemented a site book editing night. This will
update the site book so that publishing and
distribution can begin to cure the short supply.
Fourth, Leo Arundell's mum lives at
Castlemaine and near her house is a raised
piece of earth called "Wesley Hill". Anyway
, my hero Wes flew around that area and
landed very close to Leo's mums place. He
knocked on the back door and when Leo's
mum answered he said "Hello, I'm Wesley
Hill". And Leo's mum laughed!!

I COMPo CALENDAR I
Mid North Coast HG Assoc. Winter • •
Compo for Novices to Advanced .
11 ,12,13 June. Entry fee $20. June long
weekend with 10th as a practice day.
Contact Lee Scott 065 569692.
EUNGELLA comp, 24 Sept - 2 Oct.
Trophies, prize money for both A & B grade
on Nat Ladder as. well as Old. Entry fee $60
Contact Dave Lamont 079 4611 57 H
88 NATIONALS. Killarney, SOld .
5-14 Oct 88. 80 pilots max. Meet Director:
Ian Hird (066) 884203.
89 NATIONALS. Mt. Buffalo area. Jan 89.
150 pilots max. including internationals.
More detai ls soon.
6th European Hang Gliding Champs.
Alpago , Ital y. 1-17 July 1988.
Fiesch Comp, Switzerland 23-3 1 June 88
1st European PARAGLIDING Champs.
June 27 - July 10 at St Hilaire du Touvet,
France. Contact Catherine Schmider,

A - rev - wire gang!
Myles
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE

CLUB STRUCTURE FOR
AUSTRALIAN
HANG GLIDING
It is my belief (and Martyn Yeoman's and Paul
Mollison's) that the way to a more organised
and effective system of controlling hang gliding in Australia is through the local clubs, not
through the State Associations.
However a statement like that needs considerable qualification (especially to the State Associations) so below I've outlined the arguments for a three tier, club-based structure,
followed by a proposal incorporating clubs.
As something along these lines will be proposed by HGFA at the Convention , Skysailor
would like to hear from YOU, the member. We
will publish a cross-section of your views and
a total of the FORs and AGAINSTs received.
You can even phone Bernie, our administrator, to give him a brief idea of your views.

THE ARGUMENTS FOR A THREETIER SYSTEM OF HANG GLIDING
1.
We do not want to dissolve state
associations because in many instances
they do a brilliant job. In fact some State
associations are virtual clubs themselves ego TasHGA, HGAWA, ACTHGA and
SAHGA.
2.
Queensland, Victoria and NSW
have too many members and are too large
geographically for their part-time state
committees to run efficiently and can be
better run at a local club level. In fact, often
HGFA has to take over the role of the State
Association because it is the only reliable
channel of communications open to clubs and
members away from the state base .
This has been most noticeable with NSWHGA
which has about half the HGFA membership
and virtually ilQ. communications with the
many clubs up and down the coast and west of
the divide. This, I believe, severely compromises safety.
3.
The Convention system of "one
vote per State Association" is unbalanced
due to the difference in membership between
states . For instance TasHGA (18 members)
has an equal vote with NSWHGA (640).
I don't mean that the votes of the smaller states
are invalid - quite to the contrary. In fact the
votes of the smaller states are more representative of their members than those of the large
states. For instance, NSWHGA or OHGA
cannot possibly get a balanced viewpoint from
their members when there is so little representation or communication from the outlying
clubs. In fact, as faras large state associations
are concerned it is often "out-of-sight, out-ofmind". I apologise to OHGA here as I know
they are probably our most motivated state
committee. However there is only so much an
unpaid, part-time state committee can, and are
expected, to do.
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There is, therefore, a real need to decentralise
decision making and money to the clubs. And
after each convention I am more convinced of
this.
4.
Clubs are more in touch with the
reality of hang gliding. They have intimate
and daily knowledge of the sites, problems and
politics within their area. Certainly more so
than the larger state associations who may be
based 100's or even 1000's of kms away.
5.
The running of Australian hang
gliding is in the hands of too few people and
better decisions can be made if more heads
are involved ie. by more input from the clubs.
And by delegating more to the clubs, the
workload of the overworked, unpaid few will be
reduced.
S.
The "Australian Site Guide" has
met with incredible resistance from clubs
who, not surprisingly, are worried about losing
sites by the actions of visiting flyers. There has
also been a sharp increase in club activity
through Skysailor in the last year.
This may show that there is a stronger club
structure and pride in local sites than was
perceived and perhaps the time is right to give
more authority and money to the local clubs so
that they can fix up their own back yards
without having to go through time-comsuming
applications to State Associations.
Moreover, by being a vocal and voting part of
the system, the club will get an appreciation of
the hours of necessary work that has to be
done behind the scenes just to keep hang
gliding on an even keel (sic).

THE PROPOSAL
1.
Find out and officially "recognise"
the clubs and their membership throughout Australia. I suggest a club should have a
minimum of say 30 members.
2.
One club in each state assumes the
responsibility of the State Association.
Thus initially ACTHGA, TasHGA and possibly
HGAWA and SAHGA continue as at presentVHGA becomes Melbourne HGA - OHGA
becomes Brisbane HGA - NSWHGA becomes
Sydney HGA etc. A different club could take
over state responsibility each two years (or
whenever).
Clubs will receive the $10 per
3.
member that the state association now receives to help with site maintenance, meetings, photocopies, postage, signwriting etc.
The money presently held by state associations can still be utilised as at present by the
club who takes on the responsibility of state association. Other smaller clubs in the state can
still apply for funding of major site work, renovation etc. to the state association.
It may be possible to levy an extra $5 per
member to go to the state association for such
funding and to maintain their bank reserves .
4.
The State Assoc.(a club) has one or
two annual meetings (if necessary) of that
State's club reps. so that they can discuss
HGFA policy matters or convention topics .

5.
The number of votes per state is
determined by the number of official clubs
in that state - something like, Tas: 1 vote,
Vic: 3 votes , SA: 2 votes, Old: 5 votes , NSW:
8 votes, WA: 2 votes, ACT: 1 vote.
S.
HGFA to supply a standard constitution for each club to adopt.
7.
Provision for each club rep. to attend the annual HGFA convention or at least
give proxies to other club reps. attending.
We don't anticipate this costing too much more
than at present as we already have to fund two
reps per state (about 14 altogether) and the
extra club reps will come mostly from NSW.
8.
Copies of HGFA minutes to be sent
out to each club so that they are kept in touch
with the latest developments.
9.
Amendments to the HGFA constitution to include 'clubs' as well as 'state
associations' .

HOW WILL THE THREE-TIER
SYSTEM WORK?
HGFA:
Will deal with policy, DoTC and Federal gov!.
and attend relevent meetings ,Skysailor, federal grants and budgets, membership renewals, details and ratings, FAI and CIVL, national
competitions and statistics etc.
State Association (ie. a club):
Will deal with state gov!. (with regard to
airspace,RAPAC, safety etc), state comps.,
state grants for compo pilots and administration, funding applications from clubs, collate
safety reports and state statistics, arbitrate on
club problems and so forth.
Clubs:
Maintain safety standards at sites, run seminars for ratings etc, liaise with local gov!.,
appoint examiners, safety officers (according
to HGFA policy), control or discipline (if necessary) breaches of policy or ANO, attend state
meetings and the annual convention, have
regular meetings, advise Skysailor of site
changes, local comps, examiners etc, etc.
It is unfair to expect those present few to
devote so much of their free time to the task of
efficiently running a growing $200 ,000 a year
business. That is why the time has come for
the membership, in the shape of clubs, to
accept more responsibility for the safety and
maintenance of our sport in Australia.
In return we will allow you , the clubs, a say in
our future and the finance to maintain your
area. It is my belief that in order to survive in
the future, the burden must be shared to maintain respect and efficient running of our sport.
Anyone who has the attitude "Don't worry,
she'll be right mate" is a fool.
By helping the local club a little you will help
Australian hang gliding a lo!.

Phil Mathewson.

SKYSAILOR
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Contact Derek (07) 349 5853 H or (07) 274
8063 W.

NSW
FOIL 150B RACER PLUS (Int) with Kevlar
T/ E, longer LE sleeves, fully airfoiled, speed
wires, crimson mylar LE, lumo yellow U/S.
$2950 . You will not find a better handling,
better performing glider at the price . Exc.
cond oPhone Phil for a test fly 02 560 8773
LOST AT MEREWETHER (bottom of hill)
May 8th - blue 5'10" with rainbow stripe
Moyes Backpack harness and metallic
green skateboard helmet. Ph 427 1325 .
Airborne TRIKE 532 motor, tow gear. $5500 .
Ph John (065) 724747.
GTR 162 (Int) Dark blue LE , light blue and
white US. EXC cond ., pilot going overseas,
$1800 . Ph (065) 525359.
UP COMET 162 (Int) Black LE, blue and
yellow top, rainbow US, 'looks magic' , nice
tight sail, flies beautifully. $1000 ana .
GT 190 (Int) Black LE, wh ite top, blue and
white US. Glider has VB and an immaculate
sail , hardly ever used. Great for tandems,
must sell both gliders - going overseas.
$1200 ana. Ph Peter (045) 731003 or John
(045) 765394.
GTR 162 (Int) Dark blue LE , light blue US,
white mainsail, exc cond, sail tight and
clean . Must sell due to pilot going overseas.
$1900 ana. Ph Phil Beck (065) 525359.
Moyes MARS 170 (Nov) . Red LE , white
mainsail , very good cond, includes apron
harness . Owner going O/S. Ph Mark (02)
3997652 .
Moyes GTR 175 (Int) used about 5 times .
Red LE, rainbow U/S, $2000 ana .
Ball 651 VARIOMETER $500 .
COCOON harness $150.
PARACHUTE $300 . The lot, offers accepted (02) 807 4817.
Airborne TRIKE No 102 two place trainer.
Rotax 447, big wheels, GTR 210 trike wing
$7000 ana . Will consider selling seperately.
(043) 923078.
MAGIC 166 (Int) in exc cond with spares.
This glider really performs , save heaps on a
new glider price . For a small price you could
be outgliding GTRs.
UHF Radio, Electrophone with 3 db aerial
$300 Ph (02) 609 5089.
FOIL 140B (Int) Rainbow US , red LE ,
approx 40 hrs airtime, spare downtubes, 12
mths old, $2500 .
MAGIC 133 FULL RACE (Int), blue LE , pink
US, kevlar and many extras , approx 5 hrs
airtime, valued at $4800, selling $3500. Ph
Bernard O'Reilly (046) 255158.
GTR Race 162 (Int) 15 hours airtime, spare
upright $2900.
Litek VARIO, Realistic CB Radio and 3 watt
walkie talkie all used twice only $450 the lot
(no time for inland flying and wife says I
have too many gliders etc, so out it goes)
(042) 941352.

PROBE II 175 (Int) Black LE , rainbow US,
very predictable handling . P.A. COCOON
harness with USA chute. Instrument panel
with Snyder ALTI METER, Ball VARIO and
ASI. Spares include downtubes, crossbar,
batten profile, set of Denis Pagen books,
wind direction indicators , car carry racks and
two helmets . $1500 ana. Ph (042) 71 3211 .
PARACHUTE, Jim Hanbury , mint co nd , 2
yrs old, new harness has small para container so must sell. $300. Brian (042) 942
052 .
FOIL 155 (Int) . Low hours,m excellent cond,
black LE , dark blue and red US, speed bar.
$1800 ana . Ph Geoff (02) 958 3419.
MISSILE 180 (Int) Ex cond,one of the
best,only 4 hours airtime since professional
overhaul , lime green and white, suit heavier
pilot, $550 for quick sale.
Litek VARIO and aircraft ALTIMETER,
mounted as unit on bracket $285.
PA COCOON harness (medium) with para
container and ballast bag $40. Unused t9w
bridle $30. Helmet $20. Hand Fairings $15
or the lot for $880. Ph Peter Meredith (02)
450 2344 BH or (02) 959 5742 AH .
GTR 162 (Int) Yellow LE , two tone green
US , well maintained glider, good tight sail
with no rips , tears or flutter. Excellent value
at $1450 . Ph Ian (066) 847328 .
GTR 162 Race (Int) Blue right LE , yellow left
LE , blue and yellow TS, beautiful cond,
$2800.
GT 170 (Int) Red LE and TS, blue US, good
intermediate glider, $1000 ana . Ph (02) 265
8036 (BH) and ask for Gary Carr.
FOIL 160B RACER (Kevlar Model) (Int)
Crimson LE , lilac, gold and white TE , speed
bar, faired uprights and kingpost etc, only 10
hrs flying since new, exc cond (new price
$3800) must sell due to financial reasons
$2850 ana .
Pod HARNESS Stanwell soaring, med to
large size , black with pastel stripes , low
hours and excellent cond, $180 . Ph Matt
(042) 943004 .
FOIL 160B RACER (Int) All white , scrim and
kevlar TE band, Carl Braden special, v little
flying time, p.o .a. but very keen to sell, Ph
Tony (042) 942584.

OLD
GTR 162 Racer (Int). Great glider in top
condition, a bargain at $2500, owner going
overseas . Ph Mike (07) 814 3044 AH .
GTR RACE (Int) Exc. cond .. All white with
blue LE . The works! $3000. Flies magnificently. Ph Ian (076) 611422 after 4pm .
GTR 162 Race (Int) 5 mths old , orange LE
and US, very low hrs $2900 .
Robin 477 motor (approx 50 hpj, twin carb,
reduction drive (3 :1), mounts and exhaust.
Brand new and only bench tested. With
composite wood prop 52"x 32" $1600.

MARS 170 (Nov) Blu e LE, white sail, very
low hours, good cond, comes with back pack
harness and Hummingbird VARIO with
ALTIMETER. The lot $1300 ana . Will sell
glider separately for $1000 ana . Ph Gary on
(07) 371 7000 BH .
GTS 190 (Int) Pink LE, yellow US, VB, fair
cond, $850 ana. Ph Ray (075) 304109.

VIC
Powered Hang Glider. Airborne Windsports
TRIKE and ARROW wing , absolutely new
condition, low hours, high perform ance
(70mph, 120fpm), 2 place capability, Rotax
447, 12volt regulator, instruments, 3 props ,
long range fuel tank, $7500 (03) 744 4578 .
Moyes Back pack HARNESS including
prolite CHUTE , as new cond, sui t 5'9" and
10 st, approx $400 .
All 1987 copies US Hang Gliding magazines
and some 1988, $1 .00 per copy (not
including post) . Ph Jim (03) 337 7524 .
GTR 162 (Int) . Flies well , red U/S and LE ,
white main. Includes spare down tube and
F/G tip. $1000 ana . Please include phone
number in reply. Peter Browning PO Box
200 , Mt Beauty 3699.
Moyes MARS 170 (Nov) Good cond oblack
LE , red TE. $1100 includes batten profile.
Will assist with te st flight. Ph Frank (03) 311
0261.
MEGA II 190 (Nov) with batten profile . Al so
COCOON and Moyes APRON harness in
good condo $650 the lot. Ph Colin (053)
347220.
Probe II 165 (Int) Suit intermediate pilot
purchasing first double surface . Blue with
white TE . Sail is tight and flies real well.
This is a low price for a good machine.
Have purchas ed new glider and will
negotiate on price. $600 ana . Ph Noel on
(03) 293466.
VISION 3 (Nov) Pink LE , light blue US, white
TE , only 5 hrs airtime, perfect cond, suit new
kite buyer, $2150 ana .
FOIL 160B (Int) Blue LE , Light blue and
white TS , blue and special gold US, exc
cond, fli es well, buying racer, $2195 ana
COCOON harness, red , suit pilot 5' 11" 6'2" , $100 ana. Contact Andrew or Jeanette
(03) 758 0091 .
ALTAIR 165 (Nov) Good cond, red and
white glider with tight sail , floating crossbar
and LE mylar inserts , great handling and
good climber. $1100 ana . Ph Suzy on (03)
277 7942.

SA
FOI L 160B (Int) Yellow/orange U/S, red LE ,
fully foil ed, 9 mths old , exc cond o $2250.
Med . COCOON harness, blue,$120 .
LlTEK VARIO and THOMMEN ALTIMETER,
in fibreglass pod $320 ana.
Contact Gary Ninnes (08) 381 6732.
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FOILS PERFORM
On opposite sides of the globe, in widely contrasting
conditions, the FOIL RACER has again showed its cross
country competitiveness.

South African Nationals
1 Ken Scott
2 Tony Egan
3 Ray Cope

Foil 160
Foil 150
Foil 160

Japan Womens Cup
Jenny Ganderton Foil 150
3 Yumika Kani
Foil 140
5 Toni Noud
Foil 140

FOIL RACER: Sizes for every pilot. ..
... with performance and handling for all conditions.
FOIL 160 RACER IS CERTIFIED TO GUTESEIGEL STANDARD
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